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KURZWEIL SPECIAL FEATURE 

THE REAL THING 

"My K250 ... arrived sleek and 
sass~ has never broken down, 

and has sprouted new powers and 
abilities as fast as the harried 

programmers in Waltham could 
beat out the code. ~ 
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I n 1983 I wrote an article for MIISician 
magazine about digital samplers. It was 
virtually the first appearance of that 

topic in national print (proof of how fast 
things change), and in it I speculated wildly 
about a mysterious instrument called the 
Kurzweil 250. obody had seen or heard 
one yet, but the advance buzz indicated that 
the M.l. field was in for the biggest blast - or 
bust - of the decade . 

They claimed that the K250 had nailed 
the piano. 

Fighting words, those, to all true key
board fans, es pecially those of us wi th an axe 
to grind from lugging Yamaha Electric 
Grands from gig ro gig. Nailed the piano? 
The piano? The king of instruments, the 
very height of 19th-century musical tech
nology .. and these upstarts from the 
shadowy computer realm of Artificial Intel
ligence thought they could do as well with 
microchips and megabytes? 

In 1983 I eXI ressed grave doubts. 
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Today, in my current studio work, the 
K250 is the only piano I use. 

Before the few remaining acoustic purists 
out there get tOO upset, let me srress that if 
you placed a K250 side-by-side with a tein
way or Yamaha or Bosendorfer, and sat in the 
room listening, you would favor the "real 
live" plano sound every time. But thiS would 
be an Inherenrly unfair serup, because the 
K250 must be amplified. Take that one 
advantage away from the acoustic piano by 
dOing your comparative listening over loud
speakers In another room, and the results can 
be highly embarrassing ... ro piano fanat
ICS, anyway, who in the tests I've run quite 
often get the K250 and the acoustic grand 
mixed up. 

The practical lesson here is not to rrust our 

preconceptions. 
Certainly a piano makes a better piano, 

live, than a K250 does. But a piano is not 
some sacred object, bur a rool, and tools have 
purposes and appropriate applications. The 
fight tool, at all times, is the one that best 
does the job. In a world where the vast 
majomy of musIc is recorded , why unthink
ingly favor an instrument that reached its 
evolutionary peak before Edison invented the 
cylinder phonograph' 

Thankfully, the ans\ver is moor. Hit rec
ords and sellout rours have a way of settling 
ar uments real fast, and enough gold and 
platinum has been awarded by the RlAA in 
the last three years to drive home the point 
that - in good hands - the K250 Grand 
Piano is a contender. 

Of course, if it were just a piano substirute 
I wouldn't be writing this. Digital samplers, 
synthesizers, sequencers, signal processors, 
master MIDI controllers . .. these have all 
become standard tools of the rrade. The 
K250 offers the lot in one integrated, con
stantly improving package. It does so at a 
third the price of anything with even vaguely 
comparable expression, flexibility, and sound 

quality. 
Looked at that way, the list price begins ro 

look cheap . . . and nOt JUSt ro the tevie 
Wonders of this world. 

It doesn't maner what people who have 
already Made It buy, because they can afford 
anything. And everything. The people who 
really count are the ones in the trenches, the 
professionals facing hard decisions daily, the 
ones in the process of making it righl nou'. If 
anyone has anything worth saying, it's them. 

USERS 
FINDING USES 

.. But the biggest 
impact of the ](250 is 
that our delllOS are 
more sophisticated 

than they used to be. 
They have to be,just 

to keep up. ~ ,,~ 

•••••••••••••• 

Hou,ard Kaufman is one-half 0/ Kall/mon 
& Knallp , a Manhallan-based team 
doing mosll) posl-prodllctlon for adt'erlis

ing and commercials. He has had a K250 smce 
Aprill986. In addiliolllo IfJmg hiS K250 for hlJ 
Ilormal sludio u'ork, he has lfJed it 10 score 
childrell's films for Yellou' Giraffe ProducflOlls 
alld create backillg tracks for Ih'e performallces. 
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Howard Kaufman (left) and Gunther Knaup 

F: Let's starr where it countS in this indu rry 
money. What's a )Ingle COSt you to make' 
KA FMAN: For a baSIC section, some horn , 
and some smngs you would use 10 or 12 
mUSICians at anywhere from 100 to 200 an 
hour. 0 fight there, mUSICIan COStS would be 
a minimum of 1200 an hour and sometimes 
as much as 2500. For a 30 second jingle. 
That 's standard In ew York . 
F: That's for one day's work? 
KAUFMAN: That 's for one hOllr. ot only 
that, but you have ro remember srudlo time. 
The agencies like ro go ro the big srudios. 
They don't like going to holes in the wall. 
Add in studio time ro the tune of 200-

250 and prodUCing a jingle can sometimes 
COSt you nearly three grand an hour. 
F: With rates like that you could buy a full
blown K250 and a Macintosh in well under 
two days. 

KAUFMAN: There's no doubt that anyone 
involved In profeSSIOnal production can save a 
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lor of money with the K250. You just have to 

learn cnough about it to get the quality you 
net 1 Fur example, the resident sounds have 
gotten a lot better since the first set; blocks 
A , B, and C have more presence than the 
onginal voices . Using the originals you have 
to know where to add a little high-end EQ to 

the overa ll sound. 
F : Any special favorites? 
KAUFMAN: The piano has always been 
amazing In every way. And we really like the 
Rock Block for its drums. In fact, we've 
found g reat use for almost all the sounds -
but si nce you're asking me for favorites, J'd 
say the eleCtric bass, especially the bright 
b;lss and double basses, the harpsichord, the 
acoustIc bass , and the solo strings and string 
St( tlOns. We use those all the time. 
F: ~ hat about the sequencer? How does that 
fit IntO your work? 
KAUFMAN: I use the internal sequencer, 
but not exactly like the company planned. 

'c, for my main sequencer I use the Mac
intosh and Mark of the Unicorn's PER
FORMER software. But since I don 't have an 
inrerface that will sync the Mac to tape what 
I do is transfer songs track by track into the 
K )50 sequencer, lock that to the tape with 
the K250 's sync functions, and record from 
there. You know what I really like? The 
Lhannel-stealing algorithm. We frequently 
have more than 12 tracks in our sequencer, 
ofren as many as 20 , but we rarely run inro 
Jifficulty getting rhem to play - apparently 
- simultaneously. The factOry default on 
channel-stealing is JUSt right. I played with 
chang ing some of the channel-steal settings, 
but I JUSt can 't cheat as much as with the 
default. 
F: What kind of i~paCt has it had on your 
work? 
KAUFMAN: There's more of it, and it 's 
different. A lot of our clients now are people 
who are saying, "Finally we can afford origi
nal music." They used to just go to a com
mercial music library, pay a fee, and be 
conrent with what they got. But now that 
they 're aware that there are ways to do COSt
effecrive original scoring they squeeze a little 
more money out and go that way. 

Also there 's a new thing happening at 
hotels, especially in the Borscht Belt, where 
the budgets are going down and the hotels 
can ' t afford Union musicians anymore. The 
singers from these places come to uS with 
their repertOire , we create a recorded Kurz-

weil backing, and they use the tapes in their 
shows . The K250 is good for the natural, 
orchestral sound they're looking for. 

But the biggest impact of the K250 is that 
our demos are more sophisticated than they 
used to be. They have to be, JUSt to keep up . 
When I started in the jingle industry, back in 
1977, it was common to submit a demo that 
was only guitar or piano and a voice. And the 
agencies would say, "Okay, this seems like the 
right direction, go do a real demo now. " 
They'd give you $500, you'd hire a rhythm 
section and one singer, and that would be the 
next stage. This went on and on before they 'd 
make a final decision. But tOday everybody is 
submitting a virtually finished product. It 
gOt to the point that I was going up against 
guys with Synclaviers and big MIDI setups, 

.. The second day I 
had it [the K250j, 
I broke even. ~ Suntk 

•••••••••••••• 

Chuck Surack is the owner 0/ weetu'ater 
Productions , a II/ufti-track studio in Fort 
\Vayne, Indiana . He has hada K250 for 

almost two years and has created a library 0/ 
samples for it that are offered to K250 mers 
through the Sweetwater K250 sall/plillg netu'OI"k. 
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and piano-and-voice demos just wouldn't cut 
it. But with the K250 I can produce a 
finished demo in an hour or twO that will 
stand up to anything those other guys can do. 
F: So for you the K250 is actually a critical 
piece of your business plan? 
KAUFMAN: Absolutely. It has also let me 
make the jump from producer-engineer to 

creator, which is an incredible change. 
Gunther and I have been enjoying working 
with it so much that we're having to admit to 

ourselves that we prefer the freedom of being 
able to do anything when we want, in any 
way we want, without having to rely on 
anybody else. Besides, it's a lot more fun to 
play the part yourself than to watch some
body else doing the overdub while you baby
sit the fader. 

SURACK: I sold the studio's Yamaha grand 
to get the K250, which was risky, but I was 
convinced by the advertising. All those dif
ferent instrument sounds, for the same 
money) To me that made sense. Of course, 
every now and then the K250 is still a 
srumbling block for cerrain classical-type 
people, but if I can get rhem to close their 
eyes and lisren rhen they hear the trurh: the 
K250 piano sounds better rhan whar we were 
getting out of the Yamaha grand, partially 
because rhe folks at KMSI really did rheir 
homework and partially because we can re
cord it direct, instead of having to mic. 0 

more hearing people turning the pages of the 
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sheet music, or grunting into the mics! And 
it's a rea l pleasure to be able to track piano at 
the same time you track drums, without 
having to worry about acoustic baffling and 
sound leakage. 
F: You bought it for more than just the 
piano, though' 
SURACK: The other thing that convinced 
me was the way the company was committed 
to upgrades. These days everything is chang
ing so fast that you buy a SOOO synth, then 
six months later it 's obsolete and you can't 
even get 2000 for it. But the K2S0 just 
keeps on getting better: there's not a single 
board in mine that 's original , and all of the 
upgrades have been fairly inexpensive. There 
were 40 resident sounds in my K2S0 when I 
bought it. Now I've gOt hundreds. It 
couldn 't sample when I bought it. You just 
had to trust KMSI when they said it was 
coming and would be good. Well, it did and 
it was ... and then they made it even better. 
The sampler, the sound blocks , the general 
improvements - they even improved the 
original bass sounds a while back - with all 
these moves they 've met their commitment 
to their custOmers . It's the only instrument 
I've ever bought that is still worth what I put 
into it , and then some. 
F: I understand from the grapevine that 
you've developed a pretty extensive library of 
K2S0 samples. 
SURACK: I've also traded samples with 
owners from all over the country. Right now 
I've gOt maybe 200 disks of different sounds 
available. I do one-tO-one swaps; otherwise 
It s S a disk. I'm not doing it to make 
money, bur to build my library and supporr 
the instrument. 
F: You tOok a risk wirh your investment , but 
it seems to have paid off. 
SURACK: The K2S0 has tOtally changed 
our studio. Two years ago we were really a 
public business. Bands came in , individuals 
came in, and we recorded them. But now 
rhar rhe K2S0 can sample and has gone 
beyond the original 40 sounds we're more of a 
producrion house. I've hired several staff 
keyboardisrs and we do roral production of 
songs, jingles, gospel albums ... often just 
using rhe K2S0 with rhe Macintosh and 
PERFORMER sofrware ro record complete 
tracks. 
F: And the money angle? 
SURACK: The second day I had ir, I broke 

even. I put a 40-piece string secrion on a 
project that couldn't possibly have had rhem 
orherwise, and I said that's it , I made the 
righr choice. Since rhen . .. well , in the last 
12 months rhe K250 has been worth at least 
S17S,000 in studio business alone. I have 
people who come here specifically for it, and 
for the skills of my rechnicians. These guys 
have learned how ro get in and voice rhose 
insrruments so they sound real. And since I 
spend several hours a day sampling and 
updating sounds, they have a wide range of 
voicings and colors ro choose from. The rhing 
is , with the K250 you can jusr sit down, hear 
a parr , and play it immediately. In the past, 
if the orchestra was in and rhere was a 
problem wirh one of the wrirren sections, tOO 
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bad. 20 orchestra people just can't change a 
parr easily. But with the K2S0, you just 
write and learn and change parts as you fly. 
F: What about charges that all this technol
ogy is putting musicians Out of work? 
SURACK: I think it putS mediocre mu
sicians our of work. But great musicians? 0 

way. ever will. I know for a fact that in the 
last 12 months I've hired more musicians than 
I ever did in years before, primarily because 
we're doing such good demos and rhings thar 
it putS me in a whole different level of 
marketing. I have more products sell, I'm 
attracting bigger album budgets . . . and 
yeah, sure, they may want to use rhe K2S0 
for half of it , but on the other half rhey'll 
want real musicians. It works out. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Jeff Bova is a risil1g star among session 
keyboardists, with an enviable credit list 
ranging from top 40 albll1llS to poplliar 

movie sOll11dtracks. He has OW/led a K250 for 
almost two years. 

F: How regularly do you use the K2S0 In 

sessions? 
BOVA: Every day. I've gOt a full-blown unit 
with the Rock Block, which I've been using 
the drums from quite a bit. I've also been 
using the SOU D IDEAS SFX library on 
CD with it. 
F: So you grab sounds off rhe library and -
BOVA: For Whoopi Goldberg 's new movie, 
Bllrglar, I pulled all kinds of sound effects 
from rhe CD library, processed them through 
the K2S0 , and flew them into the track. The 
rhythm section is all these " sneaking 
around" sounds - footsteps in the hallways, 
hacksaws, files, all turned into part of the 
groove ... they were JUSt harsh sound effects 
when taken individually, but sampled inro 
the K2S0 and really played they became very 
musical. 
F : The K2S0 is getting ro be your main axe, 
then ' 
BOVA: Most of rhe time . It 's certainly my 
primary MIDI controller once I've pre
programmed things , unless I have ro use a 
breath controller or something else unique to 
some other instrument. 
F : What prompted you ro buy it over other 
samplers' 
BOVA: Price and performance. I could have 

bought an Emularor II, but the kind of 
clients I work for expect sampling quality in 
the SO,OOO ro 100,000 class, the kind of 
thing you get out of Fairlights and Sync
laviers. An Emularor II doesn't have it. The 
K2S0 does, for a lot less money. 0 it was 
really the best way I could go. Besides, it 
made it possible for me to have high-quality 
sampling without going into hock for the 
next five years . 
F : You see it as a cost-effective piece of gear, 
rhen? 
BOVA: Yeah. When I was with Herbie 
Hancock's Rockit Band we had twO Fair
lights with us on the road, and I was really 
getting accusromed ro that machine, so you'd 
think that would be what I'd buy. But more 
than the difference in cost, the fact is there 's 
just a lor of sruff in the K2S0 that outshines 
the Fairlight. 
F: Like? 
BOVA: Oh, the naruralness of its sound. 
Acoustic samples on a Fairlight or ynclavier 
tend ro have a certain harshness. But with 
the anti-aliasing serup on the K2S0, and all 
its secret little sampling algorithms and all 
that, the instrument has a warm quality that 
really stands out. The MIDI implementation 
is also JUSt great for me. I've gOt ro do a lot of 
sequencing, and in rhe film work - especially 
in the film work, where people are constantly 
re-editing and shuffling scenes - having 
instant access ro all the K2S0's different 
soundfiles is really rhe only way ro work. 
F : How have you used your K2S0 on 
albums' 
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" ... more than the 
difference in cost, 
the/act is there's 
just a lot 0/ stuff 
in the K250 that 

outshines the 
Fairlight. ~ &,.. 

•••••••••••••• 
BOVA: Let'S see ... Air upply, Billy J oel's 
The Bridge lots of sering pares on thar one -
MISSing Persons, yndi Lauper's Trtle Colors 
... on the last track of yndi 's there is a rune 
I co-wrote, called "One Track Mind ," where 
we sampled yndi's voice and used it for a 
backing keyboard pare against the lead 
vocal. And I used the K250 eIecrric bass all 
over the album, usually i\.1:IDled up with the 

uper JupIter or one of the DX7s. And on the 
fl sslng Persons album I gOt ro play all kinds 

of wacked-out games with Dale Bozzio's 
vocals. me of it was in the narure of lirrle 
repaIrs, In order ro get through the sessions 
fast we JUSt flew 10 the pares rhat were 
difficult for Dale ro do. We'd sample a phrase 
and then pull It sharp or flat as needed by 

using rhe pirch bend lever. At other times, 
instead of running her voice through a DOL 
ro rhicken ir up we'd sample it and use rhe 
K250 chorus and doubling ro build a stereo 
image of her voice. ince we were detuning 
the samples, narurally the srarr and end 
times would consramly be differem, so the 
vocal would starr in one SpOt and then 
halfway through rhe phrase one of the lines 
would slam across itself and go back again. 
We just kepr pushing ro find somerhing a 
litrle more unique . We even did some pre

echo. 
F: ampling her voice and flying it in ahead 

of the original take ? 
BOVA: Thar 's righr. You hear rhe vocal line 
come in early, JUSt like ir was prim-through 
on rhe tape , and rhen you hear the acrual 

line. 
F: Deliberare prim-through is a new one on 

me. 
BOVA: We did ir on purpose , laid ir righr 
imo rhe groove. It was a lirrle unusual, bur ir 

worked , and rhey liked ie. 
F: You 're clearly nor jusr a preser player. 
BOVA: I always rry ro sererch , one way or rhe 
orher. The people I work for expecr some
rhing new every rime , somerhing rhar 's only 

going ro be on rheir record, so you have ro 
ex rend your rools every way you can. I could 
jusr play sering parrs or drum tracks for days, 
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bur rhere's norhing crearive in rhar. 
F: Are you srill discovering rhings In rhe 
K250) 
BOVA: The K250 is a deep inStrumem, 
lirerally. There's a lor rhere, and I know rhat 
even though ir has become the backbone of 
my setup I haven 't tapped it a ll yer. I wam ro 
dig deeper imo the instrumem ediror, starr 
playing games wirh new combinarions and 
layers of samples, rhings li ke rhar. The QL 
package will make loading sounds a lor 
quicker and easier; rhar' lI be a major srep. 
Some kind of visual sample ed iror for rhe Mac 
would also be grear , and I garher rhey are 
working on rhar. Ir will be wonderful, espe
cially on a date, when I can jump righr in and 
fine-rune my susrain loops and amplirude 
envelopes ro meer specific needs. 
F: In your business you have ro maimain an 
arsena l of gear, and in rurn rhar gear has. ro 
earn irs keep. Is having the K250 crucial ro 
you in terms of professional sranding) 
BOVA: I broke even on rhe K250 rhe firsr 
momh. I gOt rhe Air upply g ig because rhey 
wamed rhe K250, I had ir, and ir was jusr 
right for their rype of music. As for rhe resr 
... especially in corporare rock and roll, 
having rhe besr equipmem is a kind of srarus 
rhing . Ie shows you are successful ar whar 
you do, and rhar you know enough abour 
your business ro own an instrumem of qual
iry. Thar's rhe firsr rhing people look for. I see 
very ralemed players who haven't moved 
beyond a basic analog symh/DX7 kind of 
serup gerring lost; c1iems just don't rhink 
they 're making an efforr ro provide rhe besr. 

• ••••••••••••• 

John Eric Alexander is the boss at J ohn 
Eric Alexander Prodllctiom, Inc., one 0/ 
the cOlllpanies pioneering a neU' and very 

specific kind 0/ original IIIl1Jic: scores for lIIovie 
trailers and cOllllllercials. He has had a K250 for 
18l11omhs. 

ALEXANDER: Movie advertising is gener
ally done momhs in advance of release , which 
means they don'r yet have a score . 0 I try ro 
creare music for rhe trailers rhar will be 
appropriate for the movie and conceptually 
similar ro rheir plans for the final score. Ir 's 
prerry challenging. I did the theatrical trailer 
for The PI) , the rrailer for ' ight , Mother . .. 
rhat one was imeresting because it was a score 
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for solo piano over strings that was juSt 
rotally K250, and nobody ever suspected it 
for a minute. I also just did a litrle intro for 
JIIlllpill' Jack Flash using the drums and 
electric guitar from the Rock Block. The 
main music of the commercial was Keith 
Richard's remake of the tirle song , but they 
needed an intro and the Rock Block sounds 
fit right in. When I starred this stuff! knew I 
needed to get into rhe thick of it wirh 
sampling. I juSt couldn't afford ro hire a 
bunch of orher musicians, so 1 starred our 
wirh a Mirage and moved up ro a K250 as 
soon as 1 could. 1 rell you, the day 1 switched 
over was just amazing. It was like going from 
a porrastudio ro an SSL board. And nowa
days I'd say that the K250 covers juSt about 
90% of everything I need, and 1 fill in the 
rest with a little DX7 and Oberheim 
Matrix-6. 

F: You sound awfully pleased. 
ALEXANDER: Oh, yes. Wouldn't be wirh
Out it. 
F : You mentioned the piano, strings, and 
Rock Block. Those are clearly favorites with 
a lot of players . What other sounds stand our 
for you) 
ALEXANDER: The marimba is great. My 
wife is a percussionist and she gets very 
jealous because I'll use the K250 marimba 
rather than the real rhing. It 's an interesting 
batrle, but I've finally gocren her used to 

coming in and triggering K250 percussion 
samples via an Octapad or a Simmons set. 
Thar way 1 can record rhythm lines with 
sequencers bur still get a human feel , be
cause she's actually playing them. 
F: You didn't starr out with a lot in the way 
of financial resources, so moving up ro the 
K250 must have been quite a step. 

KURZWEIL SPECIAL FEATURE 

eel did the theatrical 
trailer for 'The Fly. ' 
, 'Night, Mother ... ' 
was interesting 
because it was a 

score for solo piano 
over strings that was 

just totally K250, 
and nobody ever 
suspected it for 

a minute. ~ A,undrr 

• •••••••• 
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ALEXANDER: Yes, it was . But it was the 
right thing ro do because it paid for irself in 
juSt a few weeks. At that rime I was working 

a lot wirh Edd Kalehoff. He wasn ' t pleased 

with the string sounds in this EmulatOr II 
he 'd rented, so before he finally bought his 

own K250 I was at his studio three or four 
rimes a week, bringing mine over juSt to lay 

down string secrions. That saved him thou
sands of dollars on every job and paid off my 

K250 real quick. Ultimately, in my own 
work, I want to reach the point where I can 

hire real srrings whenever I want rhem. 0 

sampler or synth is ever going to match the 

real thing. But with these trailer jobs you 
mighr have to revise a crack seven or eight 

times before everyone agrees on a final ver
sion, and if I had to pay Union rates to a 

string section on every pa s I'd actually be 
losing money. 
F: Do you use the sequencer in the K250) 

ALEXANDER: I do, to work things our 

Initially. Bur I find rhar with only 12 chan
nels in the instrument I run our of nores 

really qutekly. You kno\v - if you have a full 
six-note chord raking up half rhe channels 

already, and you try to put a scring section on 

rop, you JUSt run out. 0 I use rhe onboard 
sequencer to work out ideas with juSt a few 

sounds, gernng an idea of the shape of a piece 
and ItS proper tempo, then I use an M Q-700 
synced to a multi-track to do rhe final 

version. 

F: What features do you get a kick our of? 
ALEXANDER: I use timbre-shifting all 

the time; espeCially on rhe piano, jusr to 

brighten It up a litde. And I love the chorus. 

It's JUSt so beautiful and pure, because you're 

actually playing samples agains r samples 
instead of losing a few dB by elecrronically 

processing the audio after the fact. But the 
mosr fun I have is definitely sampling things. 

When I had my studio in my apartment I'd 
juSt wander around the rooms, sampling 

absolutely everything I could rhink of. Ie 's 

amazing what happens when you hit a pOt on 

the stOve wirh a wooden spoon, then drop 

that sound down three or four octaves. Or 

cracking gum, that's a great sample, espe

Cially for percussion sequences. Blowing 
across a pop bot de isn't anyrhing new, but 

sampled and processed it became the main

stay of a trailer I did for a Jane Fonda film 
called The MOYlllIIg After. It was a mysterious 

sound when I was finished wirh It, and 

nobody cou ld figure our w hat it was . The 
in itial blast of air had this rea l metallic ring 
to it, an edge, like Darth Vader breathing. I 

a lso colleer voice samples. Everybody I know 
has lent me their voice for a few minutes; I 
record them saying different kinds of words , 

JUSt to build up a selection of raw material to 

choose from. Everything's fair game, you 
know ) For the new Harrison Ford movie, The 
Mosq/(ito Coast, I used this silly litde clay bird 

whistle that my mother brought back from a 
visit to Latvia, which is on the Baltic Sea, and 

from it I was able to create a kind of 
contemporary jungle music. Pushing it up 
high or low made for a really nice , creepy, 

jungly sound. 

F: How did you feel about having to buy a 
computer in order to save your samples ) 

ALEXANDER: It didn't really bother me, 

because I also use the Mac for my bookkeep
ing and office work. It 's an open-ended tOol 
in its own right. 

F : Have you dug into the instrument editOr? 
ALEXANDER: Yes. Definitely. Both for 

common things like reversing the cymbals, 
and more complicated jobs like tightening up 

the timpani preset so that the attack was a 
little crisper and the decay time shorter. 
F : Is the K250 your master keyboard? 

ALEXANDER: Yes , though /'II use the 

DX7 when I need a real fast solo line, because 
it 's lighter and I'm nOt really a trained 

keyboardist. I'm acrually a woodwind player; 
I was a conCert clarinetist for a long time. But 

I recently gOt a MIDled Lyricon, and that 
opens up all kinds of possibilities, like play

ing one line on a real soprano sax, then 

doubling it with the K250 acoustic guitar 
played via the Lyricon. e, that way I don't 

have to transpose. I JUSt tune the K250 so 
that my sax fingering and "K250 guitar" 

fingering are identical, and then for added 
effecr I can use the Lyricon 's breath sensitiv

ity to concrol the pitch bend on the "guitar," 

giving it exacdy the same inflections as the 
sax. It sounds JUSt great, and I'm looking 

forward to pushing the technique. When I 

first cried the K250 and the Lyricon I was a 

little disappointed, because it seemed like I 
was having to blow my brains out to get any 

response. But I called Kurzweil and they tOld 

me exactly what I had to do to modify the 

velocity sensitivity on the instrument , and 
since then the combination has worked like a 

charm. 

..... the K250's 
filtering seems to 
flavor the sound. 

Certain sounds just 
sound better on 

the K250. ~ Ihmnk' 
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Ch/(Ck Halllllw"ll'alks the line betll'een tll'O 
lI'orlds: as so/(nd effects designer alld 
writer 0/ cOlllmerciallll/(sic at S) nc So/(nd. 

his u'ork can be heard all Ol'er network alld cable 
television; as pioneer g/(itar synthesist, his record
ings ll'ith Lo/( Reed alld Delvid BOII'ie. and solo 
alb/(Ill Guitarchiteerure (on JEM). hal'e car
ried the Hendrix banner imo the 80J. He hels 
owned a K2 50 for el lillIe Ol'er a year. 

F : You already had a Synclavier. Why buy 

the K250 as well' 
HAMMER: The main interest I had was 
that it was multi-timbral. That was very 

important to me: separate sounds on separate 

MIDI channels that Il 'orked. because being 
able to hear more than one parr at a time was 
essential for the projecrs 1 was doing. Even on 

the ynclavier you can't do that. It reads only 
one MID I channel at a time. See, it considers 

itself the master. You can have different 
sounds on different M IDI channels, but only 

if you're using the ynclavier as the se
quencer. I don't do that. I use PER

FORMER, which happens to be a perfect 
match for the K250. Those twO , tOgether, are 

very fast. Certain clients come in, they have 
only rwo hours and need a mockup of some

thing , and we can get it done. I had a guy 
who came in from hildren's Television 

Workshop, wirh an Israeli video of some 
kind, and he wanted to imirate one of the 

styles of music thar was happening in the 

hills. I cried a whole lot of sruff rhar I would 
never normally use and ir came our fasr and 

great. I love rhe K250 for rhat. Also for 

sampling. Alrhough irs sampling is nor as 
precise as rhe ynclavier - rhere's no guess

work in the ynclavier in rerms of lengrh or 

curting of samples - rhe K250 's filrering 
seems to flavor rhe sound. Certain sounds 

JUSt sound beller on the K250. 0 a lor of rhe 
rime I sample into the ynclavier, edir rhere, 
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then transfer the result to the K250 . Certain 
sounds get fatte r . .. they get very musical . 
The fi lters seem to be placed in a useful way. 
You know, there was a time when I was 
thinking I might sell the K250 and build up 
the Synclavier instead. The K250 had solved 
a problem: for the money, it gave me things I 
cou ldn' t get on the Synclavier. And it cer
tainly enabled me to lIlake more money. And I 
was thinking maybe, since 1 now had the 
money, I ought to go ahead and build up the 
Synclavier so it can do th ings the K250 can't. 
But then I thought about . . . wel l, about 
things li ke how much RAM I would need ro 
bring up the K250 Grand Piano on the 
Synclavier. Four or five megabytes for that 
alone, because the Synclavier doesn't have 
any filters in it. You rea lly can't stretch a 
sample as wide without getting aliasing. 
F: So in the end you're not willing ro give up 
either? 
HAMMER: Exactly. I'm thinking of the 
Synclavier more as a sound design tool now. 
Merging samples, cutting them, cataloguing 
them in a library . . . but ro use them 
musically I'll dump them into the K250. 
F: You've also gOt a SynthAxe now. Have you 
fooled around with different MIDI channels 
and K250 sounds for each string? 
HAMMER: I haven't done much of that. 
There are still problems with the SynthAxe 
which keep me from using it too much. It's 
very fast. It 's too fast. Delay doesn't enter 
into the problem, not like with pitch-to
voltage conversion systems, but now there 
are a whole new set of things ro deal with . 
Very often you get notes you didn 't ask for 
. . . or, rather, notes you didn 't realize you 
were asking for. 
F: It 's roo accurate for a human being. 
HAMMER: Interesting way of putting it. 
I'd say it needs to be adapted. The software 
needs to be adjusted a little bit. That 's 
coming. 
F: So what work have you been doing with 
your K250? 
HAMMER: I use samples for lots of sound 
effects. We do all the post-production on the 
Pee-\'(lee Herlllan Shou' here, working through 
Broadcast Arrs . Pee-Wee is very silly, so 
there's a lot of drum hits, comical cla rinet, 
chimes, doorbell things, that kind of stuff. 
There was a syndicated show called COllled) 
Tonight where we used the K250, among 
other things, as a laughtrack machine. There 
was an interesting job for W ET 13 and 

Benny Goodman . . . see, a few months 
before Benny died he was honored at this 
awards show, and the jazz pianist playing 
with him fluffed a couple of notes. So they 
brought the videotape and sound recordings 
in here and W ET JUSt went crazy over the 
K250's piano sound. We matched it up 
perfectly wi th the live piano and dropped in 
the corrections. Other things ... 1 do a lot of 
stuff for SHOWTlME , the cable movie 
channel, with the K250. I did the entire 
m usic package for their sister channel, 
VIEWER'S CHOICE, with it. I'm doing a 
ballet for the ext Wave festival at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music this season, and 
some of that is being done with it ... it's a 
useful instrument. Speaking in guitarist 
terms, the K250 has its own sound, like a 
Marrin does as opposed to a Guild. I hold on 
to it for rhat reason alone, because it has a 
unique way of coloring the sound that 1 like. 
F: Between the K250, the ynclavier, and 
the SynthAxe you've invested a lor in your 
tools. How long did the K250 take to pay 
itself off? 
HAMMER: It was a constant thing. It 
starred making money for me righr away, and 
it has continued fairly steadily, but I'd have to 

say that if you looked stricti) at the K250 it 
tOok me about eight months to break even. 
F: How does that fit with what you said 
earlier, about using earnings from the K250 
to upgrade your Synclavier? 
HAMMER: You really have to think about 
it in terms of the last six months. pring was 
very good, summer was slow, and the fall has 
been great. 
F: Business cycles? 

HAMMER: Apparently, yeah . I don'r think 
anyone in production does roo much work in 
the summer, and then we seem to do nothing 
bllt work in spring and fall. 
F: At least you get a little free time to work 
on your own music. Isn 't it difficult, trying 
to combine such different career directions? 
Even a little damaging to one or the other? 
HAMMER: I've been advised about that. 
Walking the line, though - that's a necessity. 
I made a very clear decision to take care of my 
art first, and that 's why I went after Reed and 
Bowie, and made my Cllitarrhitectllre record . 
But I also had to Start thinking about bigger 
things. I've gOt great instruments, a great 
place to work ... I'm doing JUSt fine. So far 
straddling the fence may have damaged me a 
little bit, but not beyond repair. 

KURZWEIL SPECIAL FEATURE 

.. NBC had been us
ing SOllie of Ill)' songs 
on their soap operas 
for years, but it was 
a tape I nlade u ith 

the K250 that got Ine 
the COil tract to do 
the IlelV theIne for 
'Search For TOlnor-

row, ' lvhich led to the 
cOlltract to do all the 

backgroulld music 
for the show. ~ OaOMCk 

•••••••••••••• 

Bill) ChI/mock piggies thrte carters. si
IIIl1lfalleOIlSI) u rrtmg felellSlon II/lISic. 
prodllclI1g /0/' CB . and /'tcordillg alld 

pe/jol'lllllig as leader of the The Bill) Chillflock 
Balld. HIS latest alblllll. Learning To urvive 
In The Modern Age, 011 CBS. IS a shou'case 0/ 

u-hat he's learned abollf hiS K250 111 the last tu'O 
)ears. 

CHI OCK: The K250 has become the 
heart of my entire music system. It 's really 
made a lot of things happen. BC had been 
using some of my songs on their soap operas 
for years, but it was a tape I made with the 
K250 that gOt me the contract to do the new 
theme for earch For Tolllorrou ·. which led to 
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the contract to do all the background music 
for the show. That job was fourteen separate 
pieces. I did the whole projeCt, basically, on 
the K250, and 60% of the new theme was 
done that way. And I won an Emmy this year 
for my work on the show. 
F: How did you go about putting the tracks 
together) 
CHINNOCK: On the early projects for 

BC I used the drums in the K250 exclu
sively, then sampled a little bit and did JUSt 
about everything with only the K250 and its 
internal sequencer. I have a Trident board 
and a l6-track acari recorder, so I'd throw a 
sync tone to tape and use the tapedeck and 
the K250 in conjunction . It gave me fifteen 
tracks of Otari and twelve tracks of K250 to 
play with. As I worked with it, and gOt more 
involved, I realized the potential of the 
darned thing and started to perfect it. What 
I eventually did was that I grabbed a 
Linn 9000 and MIDled the Linn into the 
system . Today I run a tOne from the Otari to 

the Linn , and from there I slave the K250. 
Ir 's a faster way to get what I want , and 
besides , I needed to separate out the drums 
and use a ded icated device for them so I cou Id 
have another sixteen channels of drums. 
F: What then? 
CHINNOCK: In the process of all this, my 
option was picked up by CB for a new 
album . I worked for the first couple of weeks 
with a band, all of them terrific players from 

ashville and ew York, all rock 'n' roll . .. 
but it didn 't have the right feel to me. 0 I 

locked myself in the studio for three months, 
and using the K250 and the system I solo
recorded most of the entire album. The K250 
is computer-based, you see, and it's a terrific 
machine . But you have to spend time with it. 
You can't let it scare you off. 
F: What's the album like) 
CHINNOCK: I'm from ew Jersey, origi
nally, and the album kind of feels like New 
Jersey rock 'n' roll colliding with the ew 
Era. Most of the stuff on the record is JUSt 
K250, maybe a little Linn, some guitar - I 
play guitar - and vocals, of course. But the 
essence of the album is K250. It would have 
been impossible to do without it. The system 
really gOt to the point where you couldn't tell 
whether it was the K250 bass with the 
thumb slaps, playing over the Linn, or a 
living, breathing musician. 
F: Well it was a living, breathing musician. 
It was you. 
CHINNOCK: Yes, but the music had the 
feel of a real ensemble. That's what I sought 
so hard to do with this record, to capture the 
best of both worlds. 
F: What exactly is in your system, right 
now? 
CHINNOCK: The Otari drives the 
Linn 9000, which drives (at various times) a 
K250, a K250expander, a K150, and one old 
analog synth, an Oberheim OBXA. 
F: That wasn't cheap to put together. 
CHINNOCK: Here's what I feel. I think 
this technology is heralding a whole new era 
of music. And I think that I gOt my money's 
worth Out of the K250 instantly, because of 
the stuff that I was able to do for B ,and of 
course the new album for B. It's the 
equipment that has enabled all this other 
stuff to happen. 
F: What features do you like best? 
CHINNOCK: I love the dynamics of the 
keyboard. It takes a little bit of time to get 
used to, because the dynamics are so sensi
tive, and you have to learn to think more like 
the instrument sounds you're working with 
in order to put more heart into them, but 
having subtle dynamic changes gives a song a 
live feel. A real pulse. I also like the way that 
I can assign things to different MIDI chan
nels and then, with my sequencer, JUSt flip 
through instruments and pick and choose 
what I like. Ot having to start and stOp all 
the time really keeps the creative flow going. 
And I love the fact that you can have twelve 
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parts playing at the same time. 
F: Don't you start losing music to the 
chan nel limitations , and autOmatic note
stealing? 

CHINNOCK: A little bit. But I guarantee 
by the time you get to part number eight 
you' re going to be dancing around your living 
room. The K250 is g reat for composition ... 
and it's great for making records. I'm making 
master record ings in my own studio, masters 
for TV and records, straight from my Otari 
and system down to two-track digital on a 

ony PCM Fl. My biggest realization, after 
twO or three weeks of recording, was that 
with the K250 you really have to drop the 
traditional approach of seeing, in your head, 
a drummer and a bassist and a guita rist 
standing there. Because the K250 will do so 
many things that all the different instru
ments take on new va lues and relationships. 
Parts that would normally be played by the 
drum can be played by multiple high hats 
and the piano. Where before you'd use your 
foot to hold down the bottom end, your bass 
to sit on tOp of that, and your high hat to 

keep time, now everything changes . On my 
new album there is a song called "Like A 
Hurricane," where we have eight different 
K250 partS all playing the same notes but 
with different timbres, and multiple drum 
parts likewise, and multiple bass partS .. . it 
forms something new. It 's like a melodic 
clock. That 's the best way I can say it. You no 
longer need the traditional drum patterns. 
You can create a composition where your 
rhythm seCtion is also melodic, and vice
versa. 
F: Tell me more about the record. 
CHINNOCK: Well, the effeLt of all those 
partS playing tightly tOgether in "Like a 
Hurricane" is just killer. And many times I 
found we used the K250 bass over a real 
player, because it sounded so good and was 
able to lock in so tightly with the time. 
Basically, the album couldn 't have been done 
without the K250 and the K250 Expander. I 
suppose that for several hundreds of thou
sands of dollars I could have created a 
facsimile of this album. But it would defi
nitely have been a facsimile, because the way 
this recording was done gave the album a 
charaCter all its own. It sounds modern. 
Hard to put your finger on exactly why, but 
me, I believe it's JUSt the essence of using all 
that amazing technology in the right way. 
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PlAtitiED 
UNOBSOLESCENCE 

e.Today's K250 has 
the best sampler in 

the business, with 14 
selectable sampling 
rates from 5 kHz to 

50kHz, six sampling 
modes, adjustable 
triggering levels, 

crossfade looping, 
complete tuning and 
envelope control ... 
and even with all 
that, the sampler 

is planned for 
eventual expansion 

and upgrade. ~ F 1 

•••••••••••••• 

Sooner or later everything runs down. 
In the musical instrument world this 
general principle is made manifest in 

twO forms, breakage and obsolescence. Vir
tually everything in my stud io has either 
arrived defective (I had to put a cardboard 
shim inside my DX7 to stop its keyboard 
ftom ratding), or fritzed out when 1 really 
couldn't afford the downtime (can anyone ever 
afford downtime), or eventually been ren
dered a technological dinosaur (i.e. my Far
fisa Combo Compact organ, the pride of 
1966). 

My K250, however, doesn't play by those 
rules . I t arrived sleek and sassy, has never 
broken down, and has sprouted new powers 
and abilities as fast as the harried pro
grammers in Waltham Massachusetts could 
beat out the code. 

If you've been around this field more than 
a month , I don't have to tell you how unusual 
all that is. 

Fact: in an industry increasingly plagued 
by vaporware , Kurzweil Music Systems is 

one of the few companies that has steadily 
delivered on its promises. Sometimes things 
have taken longer than announced, and 
sometimes the final product has had to go 
through a couple of generations before it 
matched the rest of the package for slickness, 
but these are minor inconveniences . . . 
especially in light of a little comparative 
hisrory. 

Most instruments quickly reach the end of 
their pre-ordained market life , get sold off in 
job lots, and are then replaced by newer, 
shinier boxes. Go look for a Prophet 5 or C -
80 or EmulatOr and see what you find. These 
instrumems were designed, developed, dis
tributed , and eventually dropped. Consider, 
even, the DX7. It's the most popular symh in 
history, but the technology has been ex
ploited to the point of market saturation and 
Yamaha's exclusive patent on FM is running 
out. How long before the DX7, discon
tinued, litters the bargain shelves of Ameri
ca's music stOres? (Informed guess: more than 
six months, less than a year.) 

The K250 flies in the face of this less than 
desirable tradition. 

Here are JUSt a few examples. Although 
the K250 looks much the same as when first 
shipped, it has gone through three major 
software and hardware revisions , with a 
fourth on the way. Back then it had one block 
of 40 resident setups. Today there are four 
more sound blocks - including that new 
studio standard, the Rock Block ( ound 
Block B) and the forthcoming Brass Block 
(Sound Block D) - which raises the number 
of onboard instruments to 96 and onboard 
setups to 341. The first version didn't sam
ple. Today's has the beSt sampler in the 
business, with 14 selectable sampling rates 
from 5 kHz to 50kHz, six sampling modes, 
adjustable triggering levels, crossfade loop
ing, complete tuning and envelope comrol 
... and even with all that, the sampler is 
planned for evemual expansion and upgrade. 

The K250's pattern of steady growth can 
be clearly seen in the hiStOry of the K250/ 
Macintosh link. At first there was no link at 
all; not too bad, really, because there wasn't 
yet any need for one. But then sampling 
became available. It required a Mac to store 
and load sounds, so Kurzweil released a 
simple program called MacArtach which 
handled the necessary communications. 
MacAttach was funky, and plain, and slow, 
but it did rhe job. Then came another version 

KURZWEIL SPECIAL FEATURE 

of rhe program, wirh a better interface and 
improved fearures. And finally there was a 
whole new system called QLS - rhe Quick 
Load ystem - rhat nailed the link firmly 
into place in the form of a fast R -422 
connection capable of transferrIng dara at a 
half million bits a second. 

Right now there's a ron of new stuff on the 
way, including: 

SOUND BLOCK D (the Brass Block), 
which should do for brass freaks whar the 
Rock Block dId for drum mavens. Lyle 
Mays, Joe Ierardi, and Paul Heckert have 
designed 50 brass solo and secnon serups 
using new rrumpets and trumpet mures, 
brass stabs, tenor and growl tenor saxes, alro 
sax, trombones, and more. 

Sound ram expan ion for sampling. 
100CJf companble with the current software, 
this option wdl quadruple the a\'ailable sam
ple memory of the K250, allowing you ro 
keep four banks of dlginzed sounds on-hne 
and instandy available at all nmes. Key 
word: insrandy. 0 dIsks to fool WIth and no 
loading delays to Impede the flow of your 
creatiVIty. The sound ram expansion option 
wdl give your K250 tWICe the memory of an 
EmulatOr II Plus (that's four nmes the mem
ory of an EmulatOr II), with all the addirional 
benefits thar come from an 18-bit dara 
format and a variable sampling rate. 

SD Convert, a nifty Irtdc program rhar 
a llow your K250 to play sounds from 
Digidcsign's OU D DE IG ER and 
SOFT Y TH programs. The U D DE-

IG ER IlOk radically expands the avarlable 
sound lIbrary for the K250, making It POSSI
ble to transfer sounds dlrecdy IOtO the K250 
from all major sampling keyboards, wlrh no 
need of resampling, vIa the faclOtOsh. And 
as for SOFT YNTH ... well! Combining 
that program's additive syntheSIS functions 
with the power of the K250's instrument and 
setup editOrs makes for a dIgItal synth pack
age as formidable (or more) than anything 
else on the market today. 

And finally, there is v4. The fourth K250 
software/ hardware reVISIon, WIth radically 
enhanced sequencer features, new f1DI con
troller and mapping operanons, and lots of 
other improvemems to make It work better 
with third parry sequencers and controllers. 

I'm eagerly awaiting all four, and damned 
curious about what else Kurzwerl MusIC 

ystems may have hidden has up ItS collec
tive sleeve. 
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CHAIIGES 
&CHOICE 

W~ar makes a superb musical 
In rrumem~ 

Though I was bearing on roy 
drums and rwanging rubber bands srrung 
Ix:rween drawer handles from early child
hood, my firsr reallnsrrumem was a clarinet. 
Ir raughr me rwo Invaluable les ons : rhe very 
besr rhing an in rrumem can be IS expressive, 
and rhe very worsr IS limning . Because rhe 
c1artner excels ar borh rhese quallCles, my 
musICal life stnce escape from my high 
school's marching band has been a consram 
search for somerhtng ... more. omerhing 

(IJ/lJlderabl) more. 
This hunger for more power, flexlbiliry, 

and expression is a drive mosr musIcIans 
share. Bur Ir Isn'r new. Ir goes back as far as 
rhe firsr log drum, perhaps back even as far 
as rhe firsr vOICe. Who can be happy when 
every nore wrmen, sung, or played IS ach
ingly shorr of rhar perfecr nore which hangs, 
juSt our of reach , in rhe imaginarion? 
... especIally in rhese (tmes, wirh rhe 

world changtng fasrer rhan anyone dreamed 

possible. 

.. We need expres
sion. We need power. 
We need instruments 

that will advance 
along with tech
nolog)" instead 

of beconling 
obsolete. ~ II<" 

•••••••••••••• 
ow we have digiral recording, digiral 

sampling, digiral symhesis, and digiral re
verb. We have MIDI. We have music sofr
ware. We have digiral audio encoders rhar 

cosr less rhan a roundrrip flight from coasr ro 
coasr and make bedroom demos sound bener 
rhan rhe finesr srudio rhe Bearles ever worked 
in . We have, in shorr, a passable srand-in for 
magic. And reeling wirh rhe possibiliries, 
always hungry for bener, always disconeene 
ro srand in anyone place for roo long, we 

wane more. 
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I've norhing againsr all rhis change. I'd no 
more rurn back rhe clock and do wirhour 
MI D I rhan I'd ask co live before rhe inveneion 
of painless deneisrry. Bur I do worry abour 
rhe paceofrhepassing parade. l r isdizzying. 
I r leaves musicians confused over rheir needs, 
prioriries, and oprions ... and ir's likely co 
ger worse, because rhe rare of change is 
speeding up insread of slowing down. 

Today [he music world belongs co [hose of 
us willing co pay aneneion nor only co whar 
we wane (which is, of course, "more!"), bur 
why we wane it. Ir is nor a rime for shorr
rerm choices. We need expression. We need 
power. We need insr rumenes rhar will ad
vance along wirh rechnology, insread of be

coming obsolere. 
The lessons I lea rned from my c1ariner srill 

apply. And rhar's why I chose rhe K250. Ir is 
a superb musical insrrumem. 

f.- 1')116 KIII'_ I1<11 !III/J" S)J/rIII . III .. 
All RIKiJlJ R.J.flc,l 
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Our ROM 
wasn\ built in a day. 

Since its introduction, the Kurzweil250~ has undergone 
an extraordinary evolution. And while it looks the same, 
technological enhancements and innovations have made 
the Kurzweil250 considerably more powerful. 

The Kurzweil250 now offers up to 87 ROM-based 
resident sounds and 288 keyboard setups, all immedi
ately accessible at the touch of a button. In combination 
with our high-fIdelity sampling and extensive editing 
capabilities, the Kurzweil250 has become the best com
position and studio system available. 

Let us bring you up to date ... 
Superior Sampling 
The Kurzweil250' s Sound Modeling Program ~ is an 18-bit 
floating point system. It's the industry's most accurate 
sampler. 

The Sound Modeling Program pro
vides 14 sampling rates from 5KHz to 
50KHz (10 to 100 seconds of sampling 
time). With 6 sampling modes, 7 trigger 
levels, looping (with crossfade), reversing; ~§~~~~ 
and trinuning, and full control over ~ 
envelopes and tuning, the Kurzweil 
250 provides for any sampling need. 

The Sound Modeling Program also makes the 
Kurzweil 250 a powerful multisampler, allowing you to 
arrange up to 63 samples per layer and 6 layers per key
board setup. And all sampled sounds can be layered with 
Kurzweil resident sounds. 

Introducing QLS~ ... the Quick Load System. QLS is 

:~'~::~::~:::: I our new RS422 mterlace which 
:.::.;.- ' . ...... _.. 0" allows the Kurzweil250 to transfer 

I f~=-~ 112 n:Wli0n ~its lsecond to the Apple
=~ _. -. ::: : Maantosh computer. QLS allows == =----= - you to load a typical keyboard setup 

library in less than a second. You can load a typical256K 
soundfile in 15 seconds from a Macintosh with a hard 
disk drive. 

The Ultimate Compositional Tool 
The Kurzweil250 is a multi-timbral12-voice polyphonic 
instrument with 88 touch-sensitive wooden keys. And 
it's the only sampling-based instrument with which you 
can really write music. 

A Kurzweil 250 with Sound Blocks A, 
B and C has 87 instrument voices and 
288 keyboard setups that are part of the 
system hardware (ROM chips). No disks, 
no loading, no waiting. All preset sounds, 
plus all sounds stored in sampling mem
ory, may be used simultaneously in the 

on-board 12-track sequencer. 
The Kurzweil250 gives you maximum production 

efficiency-you have the ability to hear your work in 
progress with all discreet instrument voices audible at 
any point, allowing for immediate evaluation of 
composition. 
Best Sounds. More Sounds. 
The Kurzweil 250 now has 5 mega
samples of resident sounds. The Base 
Sampler model Kurzweil 250 in
dudes the enhanced Kurzweil Grand 
Piano, harpsichord, string section, 
acoustic bass and more. Sound Block 
A is renowned for its human choir, 
plus such sounds as wood",tinds, vibe , and electric bass. 
Sound Block B ("Rock Block") has set a new standard for 
MIDI drums with ten new drum sets, along with a Mini
moog", electric piano, electric guitar and more. Sound 
Block C ("Oassical Block") includes such sounds as solo 
violin, solo cello, pizzicato strings, plucked harp and 
pipe organs. 87 resident sounds, 288 keyboard etups, all 
available at the touch of a button. 
The Kurzweil250. 

K RZWEI L'" 
The Best Gets Better. 

Kurzweil Music Sy te rns, Inc. 
4U Waverley Oak Rd. 
Waltham, MA 02154 

(617) 893-5900 
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(Effective December 1986) 

1. Kurzweil Grand Piano 154. Fluid Harpsichord 54. Shifting Choir 108. Steel Syndrome 

2. Acoustic Bass/Piano 155. Bowed Harpsichord 55. Falling Choir 109. Lunar Landing 

3. Slow Strings to Piano 156. Alien Harpsichord 56. Galactic Choir 110. Alien Harp 

4. Bowed Strings Fast 157. Harpsichord & Piano 57. Harp/Cathedral Choir 111. PianO/Flute 

5. Bowed Strings Slow 158. Harpsichord & Strings 58. Timpani/Choir 112. Piano & Flute 

6. Slow to Fast Strings 159. Harpsichord & 8va 59. TimpanilHarp 113. Guitar & Flute 

7. Acoustic BasS/Strings 160. Harpsichord in Space 60. Timp'/Shim. Harps 114. Strings & Flute 

8. Piano & Slow Strings 161. Sci-Fi Harpsichord 61. Chimes/Harps w/8va 115. Clar. & Strings & Flute 

9. Acoustic Bass 162. Sine Wave 62. Harp/Chimes 116. Strings & Oboe 

10. Bowed Acoustic Bass 163. Bright Sine Wave 63. Oboe 117. Slow Strings 2 

11. Doubled Acoustic Bass 164. Endless Glissando 64. Dual Slow Oboes 118. Slow Strings Doubled 

12. Fluid Acoustic Bass 165. Synth Sweep 1 65. Oboe Pipe Organ 119. Dual BasS/Organ 4 

13. Infinite Acoustic Bass 166. Synth Sweep 2 66. Chimes 120. Dual Bass/Rock Piano 
14. Electric Organ 1 167. Ping Pong Piano 67. Slow Chimes 121. Piano & Marimba 

15. Electric Organ 2 168. Sine Drops 68. Digital Chimes 122. Piano & Vibes 

16. Electric Organ 3 169. Sci-Fi Piano 1 69. Space Chimes 123. Rock & Roll Piano 

17. Electric Organ 4 170. Sci-Fi Piano 2 70. Falling Chimes 124. Bowed Piano 

18. Vibrato Organ 1 171. Piano Choir 1 71. Fluid Chimes 125. Cow Piano 

19. Vibrato Organ 2 172. Piano Choir 2 72. Chimes & Vibes 126. Piano in 4ths 

20. Drum Kit 1 173. Orchestra 1 73. Flute 127. Pianomento 

21. Drum Kit 2 174. Orchestra 2 74. Flute wrrremolo 128. Choir & Percussion 

22. Drum Kit 1/2 175. Orchestra 3 75. Dual Attack Flute 129. Slow Strings & Choir 

23. Mini Drum Kit 176. KlavGuitar 76. Woodwinds & Reeds 1 130. Tine Sine 
24. Layered Drums 1n. Bubbling Oil n. Woodwinds & Reeds 2 131. Acoustic BassNibes 

25. Percussion Kit 1 178. Slow (Strings & Piano) 78. Flute & Choir 132. Bar. Horn Section 

26. Percussion Kit 2 179. Bell & Strings 79. Flute & Marimba 133. Hom Section 2 

27. Space Drums 180. Stereo Split Piano 80. Marimba 134. Cymbal Winds 

28. Alien Percussion 181. Piano & Guitar 81. Bright Marimba 135. Drum Kit3 
29. Trumpet 182. Slow Strings & Guitar 82. Doubled Marimbas 
30. Quick Trumpet 183. Piano & Trumpet 83. Marimba & Congas SOUND BLOCK B 
31. Fluid Trumpet 184. Plano & Slow Harpsichord 85. TimpanilFlanged Timp. (optional) 
32. Trombone 185. Guitar & Baritone Horn 86. Conga/Conga Slap/Ring 
33. Trumpet & Trombone 186. Acoustic Bass/Organ 4 87. Vibes 300. Rock Drums 1 
34. Horn Section 187. Slow Ballad Organ 1 88. Vibes wrrremolo 301 . Rock Drums 2 
35. Fifth Horn Section 188. Slow Ballad Organ 2 89. Fluid Vibes 302. Rock Drums 3 
36. Fifth Trumpets 189. Layered Organs 90. Stereo Panning Vibes 303. Rock Drums 4 
37. Vibrato Trumpet 190. Dbl. Harpsichord & Strings 91. Digital Vibes 304. Rock Drums 5 
38. Baritone Horn 1 191. Synth Gamelan 92. Vibes & Marimba 305. Rock Drums 6 
39. Baritone Horn 2 192. Sinamento 93. 1000 Wild Marimbas 306. Rock Drums 7 
40. Fluid Baritone Horn 193. Echo 94. Clarinet 307. Rock Drums 8 
41. Timbre Shift Bar. Horn 194. Spaceleste 95. Clarinet wNibrato 308. Rock Drums 9 
42. Baritone Horn Section 195. Pianorgan 96. Fluid Clarinets 309. Rock Dru ms 1 0 
43. Baritone Horn & Trumpet 196. Noise 97. Ambient Clarinet 311 . Synth 1 
44. Acoustic Guitar 197. "The Landing .. ." 98. Clarinet & Oboe 312. SlowSynth 1 
45. Sustain Acoustic Guitar 198. Null Keyboard (MIDI) 99. Flute & Clarinet 313. Synth Long Decay 
46. Fluid Acoustic Guitar 100. E.Bass/Slap Bass 314. Velocity Filter 
47. Doubled Acoustic Guitar SOUND BLOCK A 101. Doubled Elec. Basses 315. Solo Synth 5ths 
48. Tripled Acoustic Guitar (optIonal) 102. Bright Basses 316. Solo Synth 4ths 
49. Slow Acoustic Guitar 103. Dual Electric Bass 317. Slow Strings & Synth 

150. Harpsichord 50. Choir 104. Electric Gliss Bass 318. Synth Beat 

151. Quick Harpsichord 51. Doubled Choir 105. Flute Pipe Organ 319. A. Guitar & Synth 

152. Bright Harpsichord 52. Cathedral Choir 106. Clarinet Pipe Organ 320. Alien Synth 

153. Doubled Harpsichord 53. Synth Choir 107. 20th Century 321. Slow Guitar 

"&"=LAYER "r = SPLIT "-" = DUAL AMPLITUDE 
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322. Guitoplex 435. Bassoon & Solo Cello 634. Trumpet & Trombone 
323. Harmonic Fade-In 436. Bassoon/Solo Violin 635. Trombone & Soft Tenor 
324. Electric Piano 437. Bassoon & Brass 636. Trombone & Dual Tenor 
325. Filter E. Piano 43S. Bassoon & Pizz Strings 637. Trombone & Muted 
326. E. Piano & Slow Strings 439. Sawtooth Wave Trumpet 
327. E. Piano Chorused 440. Sawtooth (Tch. Sens.) 638. Trombone & Trumpet & 
32S. E. Piano 4ths 441. LeadSynth Soft Tenor 
329. E. Piano Doubled 442. Lead Synth 2 (5ths) 639. Trombone & Trumpet & 
330. E. Piano Tripled 443. Electronic Piano 2 Mute 
331. A. BasslE. Piano 444. Cathedral Organ & Choir 6~. Dual Tenor & Soft Tenor 
332. A. GuitarlE. Piano 445. Church Organ & Choir 641. Trombone & 2 Saxes 
333. E. PianolA. Guitar 446. Cathedral Organ 1 642. Trio Section 1 
334. E. Piano & Kurz. Plano 447. Cathedral Organ 2 643. Trio Section 2 
335. Fluid E. Piano 448. Church Pipe Organ 1 644. Sfz Trombone Swells 
336. Lead Guitar 449. Church Pipe Organ 2 645. Sfz Sax Swells 
337. Mutes - Lead Guitar 450. Church Pipe Organ 3 646. Sax Synth 
338. Lead Guitar - Harmonics 451. Church Pipe Organ 4 647. Square Wave Synth 1 
339. Harmonics - Lead 452. Bectric Pipe Organ 1 648. Square Wave Synth 2 
340. E. Guitar Doubled 453. Electric Pipe Organ 2 649. Slow Square Synth 
341 . E. Guitar Tripled 454. Gospel Organ 1 650. Touch Sens. Square 
342. Powerchords 1 455. Gospel Organ 2 Wave 
343. Powerchords 2 651. Digital Bectric Piano 
344. Powerchords 3 SOUND BLOCK D 652. Digital K1av 1 
345. Fluid E. Guitar (optional) 
346. E. Piano & Slow Choir 
347. E. PianolTrem. Flute 600. Solo Trumpet 
34S. E. PianolHarp up 601. Trumpet Mutes 
349. E. BasslE. Piano 602. Solo Trombone 

rrotallnstrument Voices: 96 603. Dual Hardness Tenor 
SOUND BLOCK C Sax 

(optional) , 604. Tenor Sax ~otal Keyboard Setups: 341 
605. Growl Sax 

400. Solo Violin 606. Soft Tenor Sax 
401. Solo Cello 607. Stabs (Falls) 
402. S. CelloiS. Violin 60S. Square Wave 
403. S. CelloiS. Violin 2 609. Digital Wave Form 1 
404. S. Cello & S. Violin 610. Mellow Trombone 
405. Slow Solo Strings 611. Bass Trumpet 
406. Piano/Solo Violin 612. Trumpet & Mutes 
407. String Section 1 613. Trumpet & Tenor Sax 
4OS. String Section 2 614. Trumpet & Soft Tenor 
409. Pizzicato Strings 615. Trumpet & Soft Tenor & 
410. Pizz & Fast Strings Mutes 
411. Plucked Harp 616. Trumpet & Dual Tenor 
412. Harp & Pizz Strings 617. Trumpet & Mutes & Dual 
413. Harp & A. Guitar Tenor 
414. Celeste 61S. Trumpet & Stabs 
415. Hand Bells 619. Trump & Stabs & Mute 
416. Celeste & Hand Bells 620. Dual Tenor & Stabs 
417. A. Guitar/Solo Cello 621 . Dual Tenor & Trumpet & 
41S. Harp/Celeste Stabs 
419. S. Strings Dbld Sva 622. Big Band 1 
420. Plucked Harp 5ths 623. Big Band 2 
421. Piano/Solo Cello 624. Trumpet & Trombone & 
422. Solo CellolPiano Strings 
423. Hawaiian Harp 625. Trumpet wlVibrato 
424. Harp & Fast Strings 626. Muted Trumpet 
425. Piano & Harp wNibrato 
426. Piano & Pizz Strings 627. Dual Tenor wlVibrato 
427. Harp/Solo Cello 62S. Trombone wNibrato 
42S. Harp/solo Violin 629. Acoustic BasslTrumpet 
429. Bassoon 630. Acoustic Bass/Muted 
430. Bassoon wlVibrato Trumpet 
431. Mello Bassoon 631 . Acous. BassITrombone 
432. Bassoon (Tch Sens.) 632. Acoustic Bass/Soft 
433. Bassoon Dbld Sva Tenor 
434. Bassoon & Fast Strings 633. Acous. BasslDuaiTenor 
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THE KURZWEIL 2 50 DIGITAL 
SYNTHESIZER 

The Kurzweil 250 Digital Syn
thesizer means many dif
ferent things to different 
people. 

BY CHRISTOPHER MORGAN 

A system that 

offers users sampling, 

• For the performing musi-
cian . the 250 is a fully 
equipped real-time perfor
mance instrument that lets 
you switch instantly from one 
voicing to another. No disk 
calls are involved. since the 
machine has no disk drives: 
digital samples come directly 
from RAM and 3.6 to 6 
megabytes of ROM. The 250 
also lets you store custom 
vOicings on disk using an op
tional Macintosh interface. 
• For hardware and digital
sound aficionados. the 250's 
state-of-the-art software and 
6800Q-based hardware pro
duce a fine imitation of a 
nine-foot concert grand-to 
say nothing of other instru
ments and effects. (It does 
not imitate all of these 

seq uencing, transposition, 

MID I, and a grand-piano sound 

sound like the piano is that 
the tone changes dramatical
ly when the notes get louder 
and louder. The ratios of the 
overtones and the quality of 
the attack change. so that a 
loud piano-tone waveform is 
not a linear extension of the 
same note struck softly. If 
you have access to a piano. 
try hitting one key progres
sively harder and harder. 
Note that even the hammer 
hitting the str;ng becomes a 
factor in the overall sound as 
volume changes. particularly 
in the treble notes. 

sounds consistently well. but who's 
quibbling wh~n the results are this 
spectacular!) 
• For sound engineers and musicians. 
the 250 has an excellent sequencer 
program for digital recording and mix
ing of tracks. You can easily record 
your own sounds and add them to the 
syntheSizer. 
• The Kurzweil 250 gives would-be 
musicians the chance to sound like 
virtuosos by using tricks like speeding 
up the music without raising its pitch. 
quantizing sequences of notes to 
clean up the rhythm. and so on. 
• The 250 is a first-class MIDI machine 
that can drive or be driven by dozens 
of other MIDI devices. including 

scores of MIDI software programs for 
the Mac and other computers. 
• For programmers. composers. and 
students. the 250 offers a complete 
music development language. 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
Designer Raymond Kurzweil wanted 
to develop a machine capable of re
producing the subtle tonal complex
ity of a piano or other instrument and 
also allowing you to create. edit. and 
perform new sounds with complete 
artistic freedom and control. The 
Kurzweil design team has succeeded 
on virtually every count. 

The main problem with digitally 
sampling and reproducing a complex 

Such complexity poses a 
dilemma to the digital de
signer: How do you capture 
the sound of the piano with
out digitizing the entire range 
of dynamics for each note
a process that would require 
huge amounts of ROM stor
age (30 billion bits according 
to Kurzweil)? The 2 50 solves 
this problem with novel data

compression techniques that use pro
prietary algorithms. 

The technique is briefly described 
in "The Kurzweil 250 Digital Syn
thesizer" by Donald Byrd and Chris
topher Yavelow (Computer Music Journal. 
September 1985). "The K250 stores 
samples in a modified floating-point 
format with 18-bit words. In effect. the 
fractions contain the waveform with 
its dynamic range compressed as 
much as possible: most of the 

(COIIti"utdl 
Cftristopfter Morgan is a part-time profes
sional musician and a former editor in cflief 
of BYTE. He is currently tfte editorial direc
tor of Lotus Publisfting. He can be reacfted 
at POB 829. Brookline. MA 02146. 
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AT A GLANCE 

Name 
Kurzwetl 250 Digital Synthesizer 

Company 
Kurzwetl MuSIC Systems Inc. 
411 Waverly Oaks Rd. 
Waltham. MA 02154 
(617) 893-5900 

Size 
Keyboard. 57 by 27 by 9 Inches; pedal 
pod. 170/. by l11h by 41h Inches 

Components 
Keyboard: 88 notes. velOCity-senSItive 
Channels: 12 
Power: AC 110 volts. 50/60 Hz. 380 watts 
(220-volt option available) 
MIDI (in. out. thru): 16 channels. user
aSSignable; each sequencer track can be 
assigned to a separale MIDI channel; 
spooal MIDI mode slaves one Kurzwetl 250 
to another 

Price 
BaSIC Kurzwell 250, $12,970; sound
modeling program, $1995; Sound Block 
Module A, $1995; MacAttach software and 
Interface, $195, stand, $195; plexlglass 
musIc rack, $75 
An expander system IS also available and 
compnses a Kurzwell 250 Without the key
board Unit Three versions can be supplied: 
a baSIC system ($9980); base system plus 
enhanced instrument VOICes ($11 .975); and 
a base system plus VOiceS, sampling, 
sound modeling, and Macmtosh software 
($13.970) 
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REVIEW: KURZWEIL 250 

dynamic information is in the ex
ponents. For typical musical sounds, 
the K2 50's separation of the original 
sound into compressed waveform 
and exponent uses the sample bits 
much more efficiently than would be 
possible through uniform compres
sion systems such as those of dbx or 
similar compandors." 

Besides its data-compression capa
bility, the 250 offers new levels of 
performance in sound quality, user 
sampling. 'sequencing, transposition. 
and MIDI utilization. 

OVERALL DESIGN 
The Kurzweil 250 is a true digital in
strument. That is. it contains millions 
of digital samples of musical-instru
ment sounds (called "soundfiles" in 
Kurzweil nomenclature) stored in 
ROM. Pressing a musical key on the 
250 causes the processor to extract 
digital samples from ROM. The 
samples are converted to analog 
signals in the channel board. 

The baSic instrument contains 40 
soundfiles in ROM"'::'inCIuding the 
grand piano. Also built into ROM is 
a series of factory-generated "in
struments," Kurzweil's term for the ef
fects (envelope. tremolo. vibrato. etc.) 
used to alter a soundfile that affects 
its sound. 

1b hear sound on the Kurzweil. you 
assign a keyboard setup to the phYSi
cal keyboard. The keyboard setup 
contains one or more instruments. 
each of which is a modified soundfile. 
A keyboard setup can be simple (the 
grand-piano soundfile by itself, for in
stance). moderately complex (piano 
on the right side of the keyboard, 
string bass on the left). or quite com
plex (clarinet. oboe, stereo vibes, and 
bass on one layer, and organ on the 
other. with the restriction that the 
organ wilLsound only if you press the 
velocity-sensitive keys with sufficient 
force). It's easy to edit keyboard 
setups with , the keyboard editor. 

HARDWARE 
The Kurzweil 250 Digital Synthesizer 
comes in a compact case that looks 
like an electric piano or an organ at 
first glance. It is quite a handful to 
transport and requires two people to 
lift it. Beneath the main unit is a 

separate module. or pod. containing . 
the power supply and two footpedals 
that normally control sustain and 
mute. The functions of these two 
pedals. like virtually every other knob 
and slider on the 250. are user-assign
able. By isolating the power supply in 
the pod. the designers have helped to 
reduce possible hum in the system. 

The action of the 88-note. velocity
sensitive wooden keyboard is striking
ly similar to that of a grand piano. 
Directly above the keyboard is the 
control panel containing 38 buttons 
and sliders and. in the center. a 
24-character-per-line. two-line LCD 
that serves as the main user interface. 
(A close-up of the 2 50's keyboard and 
control panel is shown in photo 4 of 
"Digital Music Synthesis" by Robert 
Moog on page 165 of this issue.) A 
standard calculator-style keypad is 
used to maneuver through command 
menus. 

At the far left of the control panel 
are four sliders used to tune the in
strument. to pan sounds between the 
two stereo output channels. and to 
adjust overall volume. To the right of 
these sliders is a group of six buttons 
and three more sliders used to con
trol chorUSing (a whole set of pseudo
reverberation and echo effects to 
enrich the sound of the synthesizer). 
to assign alphanumeric names to files 
and keyboards. and to adjust bright
ness. detuning. etc. Buttons in the 
center of the panel control transposi
tion. the footpedals. and so on. 

To the right are the controls for the 
sequencer. the sound-modeling pro
gram (digitizer) . the various editors. 
the MIDI interface. and the interface 
to the optional Macintosh computer 
(via Kurzweil 's MacAttach software). 
The interface is used to store custom 
soundfiles. keyboards. and keyboard 
setups on Macintosh disks. enabling 
you to build up a library of custom 
sounds and to trade sounds with 
other users via disk or modem. 

There are three main microcom
puter boards inside the Kurzweil 250: 
the central processor. the channel
group processor. and the channel 
board (see figure I). The central pro
cessor is a Motorola 68000 running 
at 10 MHz. It has 128K bytes of ROM 
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Pitches can be changed 
on each channel 
independent of 
the other channels. 
and 128K bytes of battery-backed 
RAM for sequences. keyboard setups. 
instrument definitions. and general 
use. The system is extremely fast: 
Switching from one instrument sound 
to another is virtually instantaneous. 
By comparison. the MacAttach 
program plods along. taking from 2 
to 4 minutes to load a custom sound
fi le. 

The conversion to analog sound 
takes place in the channel board. 
which contains 12 channels. each with 
its own digital-to-analog converter. 
low-pass filter. and voltage-controlled 
amplifier. A mixer combines the 12 
tracks down to 2 stereo outputs. For 
studio sound work. the Kurzweil offers 
balanced XLR inputs and outputs as 
well as unbalanced high- and low-level 

FRONT PANEL 

REVIEW: KURZWEIL 250 

connections. The Kurzweil 250 sam
ples at a variable rate. meaning that 
pitches can be changed on each chan
nel independent of the other channels. 

The entire main chassis slides out 
of the unit at the rear for easy access. 
The engineers obviously put a lot of 
thought into the design of the boards. 
and connectors. They are particularly 
easy to remove for servicing or up
grading. 

To augment the sounds described 
for the basic 250. you can add the op
tional Sound Block A or B modules. 
which contain a set of IS additional 
voices and 84 new factory-defined 
keyboard setups. The new keyboard 
setups also combine several of the 
new and old sounds. Further sound 
blocks are planned for the 250. 
including the recently introduced 
Sound Block C. which features several 
new pipe-organ sounds. 

SOFTWARE 
The possibilities for sound control on 
the Kurzweil 250 are virtually limitless. 
You control it by selecting commands 
from a large menu tree. The com
mands appear iR the two-line LCD. 

PROGRAM 
ROM 

SOUND- CARTRIDGE 
ROM 
(NOT IMPLEMENTED) 

SOUND 
ROM 

MUSICAL 
KEYBOARD 

PEDALS 

MIDI 

RAM 

CHANNEL-GROUP 
PROCESSOR 

COMPUTER PORT 

FOR SYSTEM. 
SEQUENCER. 
KEYBOARDS. 

SOUND - MODELING 
RAM 

AND INSTRUMENTS 

The simplest way to move around the 
menu is to use the' four cursor-control 
arrows. Pressing the left and right ar
rows moves you back and forth within 
a given level of the tree: preSSing the 
up and down arrows shifts you up and 
down the various levels of the tree. 

You can also access any function 
directly by punching its code number 
into the numeric keypad or by using 
"shortcut" keys. a technique similar to 
that used in the Apple Macintosh 
when you want to avoid using the 
mouse to click on menu items. You 
can then access commands without 
h'aving to step through the menus. 
However. you need to remember that 
certain Kurzweil keys get reassigned 
when you're using the various soft
ware editors. 

KEYBOARD-SETUP AND 
INSTRUMENT EDITORS 
The keyboard-setup editor lets you 
create your own keyboard setups out 
of combinations of instruments and 
soundfiles. Up to 40 such keyboards 
can be stored in the keyboard library. 
which is in battery-backed RAM. or on 

CHANNEL BOARD 
(WITH 12-CHANNEL 
TO 2-CHANNEL MIXER) 

(continued) 

TO 
DIGITIZER 

Figure I. Block diagram of the Kunweil 250 Digital Synthesizer. showing the three main microcomputer boards: the central 
processor. with its on-board Motorola 68000 microprocessor; the cftannel-group processor. used to extract and combine soundfiles: 
and the channel output board. which mixes as many as 12 channels of information into 2 and also serves as the input section for 
the digitizer. . 
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REVIEW: KURZWEIL 250 

a Macintosh disk using the Mac Attach 
interface program. 

The degree of freedom you have in 
creating keyboard setups is almost 
frightening. You can create your own 
sounds. musical or otherwise. and 
assign them to keyboards. 

The instrument editor lets you con
trol the chorusing. vibrato. tremolo. 
vOicing. global parameters. and. via 
the envelope editor. the shape of the 
envelope waveform. The latter can 
consist of up to 255 separate seg
ments. each of which can be a loga
rithmic-attack. exponential-growth. 
exponential-decay. or delay segment. 
Throughout. you have precise control 
of how quickly segments change in 
amplitude. what their absolute limits 
are. and so on. 

GLOBAL P ARAMETERS 
There are 10 user-controllable func
tions that affect the Kurzweil 250 
globally. They are sustain. brightness. 
keyboard dynamics. tremolo. vibrato. 
pitch-bend. channel stealing. main
tenance. chorus. and transp0sition. 
Some are straightforward. such as 
tremolo and vibrato. Others. such as 
chorus. are complex an-d can have a 
profound effect on the 250's sound. 

Chorusing. as defined on the 250. 
involves combining a sound with al
tered versions of itself that are 
delayed in time or changed in pitch 
or volume. Chorusing can create the 
impressive illusion that an entire 
group of instruments is being played 
instead of just one. 

Chorusing should always be applied 
judiciously. since certain keyboard 
setups used in the chorus mode 
quickly use up the available 12 chan
nels. At that point the software must 
"steal" channels by selectively silenc
ing some of the notes currently being 
played in order to play the newly 
struck keys. 'feu have control over 
what algorithm the software uses to 
choose the notes to be "abandoned." 
Channel stealing is helpful in some 
situations but cannot get around the 
absolute hardware limitations of the 
basic system. (Still. compared to the 
monophonic. or one-note-at-a-time. 
synthesizers of the 1960s. today's 
polyphonic synthesizers are a plea-
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sure.) One way to get around the limi
tation of 12 channels is to use the 
250's MIDI capability to drive exter
nal slave synthesizers such as Kurz
weil's expander (which is essentially 
another 250. but without the key
board). 

TRANSPOSITION 
The 250's transposition feature is a 
particularly successful design. Let's 

REVIEW: KURZWEIL 250 

say you ' learned a piece of music in 
the key of C. but you need to accom
pany someone in the key of B-flat. 
Simply hit the transpose-down key 
twice. and the synthesizer will play in 
B-flat. There's no need to learn a new 
arrangement of the piece. Then if you 
hit two more keystrokes on the trans
pose-up key. you're back in the key of 
C. There are five modes of transposi
tion: octave-pitch shift. chromatic-

pitch shift. octave transpose. chro
matic transpose. and timbre shift. 

SEQUENCER 
The 250 comes with a sequencing 
program that lets you store note se
quences in much the same way as you 
would with a tape recorder. although 
the process is entirely digital. The se
quencer does not record actual tones. 
Instead. it records which keys are 
struck on the keyboard and how hard 
they are struck. It also preserves the 
effects associated with each voice be
ing played. ¥ou can playa piece of 
music. then replay it to edit mistakes 
or change effects. The sequencer is 
extremely easy to use: it even lets you 
store a sequence on a Macintosh disk 
using the MacAttach interface pro
gram. ¥ou can control every parame
ter of a sequence with great precision. 

With the 250 sequencer. you don't 
need a separate drum machine. since 
you can quickly create your own 
" loops." A loop is a sequence of 
music that repeats continuously ¥ou 
create the first loop. then instruct the 
sequencer to play it over and over. 
Also. since the sequencer is recording 
keystroke events rather than actual 
musical pitches. you can speed up or 
slow down a sequence with a few key
strokes. This enables you to record 
difficult passages at a slow tempo and 
then speed them up to Vladimir 
Horowitz specifications. Another 
practical application is the so-called 
"time-compression/expansion" tech
nique used to create commercials that 
are exactly one minute long. The se
quencer lets you lengthen a piece of 
music that is. for example. 58 seconds 
long to exactly 60 seconds. 

THE SOUND-MODELING 
PROGRAM 
The sound-modeling program. or 
digitizer. lets you create your own 
soundfiles from tape recordings. rec
ords. or even a live microphone 
plugged into the 250. The user inter
face for the digitizer is deverly de
signed and particularly easy to use. I 
found I could create an entirely new 
keyboard of sounds in just a few 
minutes. ¥ou can have someone 
speak or sing into a microphone. then 
digitize that voice into the 250 to 
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create an Uncle Harry voice. or what
ever. The 250 automatically calculates 
the pitches of adjacent notes. The 
process is the culmination of the 
venerable practice of composing with 
"musique concrete." or modified 
sounds taken from nature. 

You can store user-created sound
files on disk (through MacAttach) and 
modify them just like you can the 
factory-installed files. and you can 
combine them with the factory-in
stalled files to create striking effects. 

Several features are worth pointing 
out in the digitizer. One is the high 
fidelity that is possible with the 
highest sampling rate of 50 kHz. The 
other is the ease with which you can 
edit the sampled sound. Once sam
pled. a sound can be 'trimmed" to 
remove unwanted material at the be
ginnmg or end of the sample. 

You can trade soundfiles. instru
ments. and keyboard setups with 
other Kurzweil users via disk or 
modem. I belong to PAN (the Per
forming Artists' Network). a database 
bulletin board for electronic musi
cians and audio engineers. The Syn
thesizer and MIDI Development Net
work keeps several soundfiles in the 
library. which members can down
load. I recommend PAN to anyone 
seriously interested in computer 
music synthesis. For more informa
tIOn. call (215) 489-4640. 

MIDI INTERFACE 
MIDI is the ubiquitous communica
tions scheme for digital music devices 
that has become a de facto standard 
in the music industry. 

The Kurzweil 250 offers a particular
ly full implementation of the MIDI 
specification and allows the synthe
sizer to control or be controlled by a 
variety of other synthesizers. hard
ware devices. or computers. The 250 
has MIDI-in. MIDI-out. and MIDI-thru 
jacks on the back panel. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Considering the complexity of the 
machine. the 2 50's documentation is 
surprisingly good. although there 
were gaps in the earlier versions-no 
comprehensive diagrams of the soft
ware command trees. for instance. 

(COtttiltutti) 
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The biggest bottleneck 
to using the 2 50 is 
the MacAttach program. 

This situation has since been allevi
ated by the excellent diagrams in the 
Byrd and Yavelow paper. copies of 
which have been sent to all Kurzweil 
owners. 

One drawback to the documenta
tion is that it's hard to find things 
when you need them. However. those 
sections describing the sequencer 
and the sound-modeling programs 
are particularly well written. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 
The biggest bottleneck I found to 
using the 250 is the MacAttach pro
gram. At 56.700 bps. MacAttach ver
sion 2.0 (which I used for this review) 
i ~ fdr too slow. taking from 2 to 4 
minutes to load one 'custom sound
file. This would be prohibitively slow 
for the live perf0l"mer. To compound 
things. MacAttach makes no use of 
the Macintosh's graphics. and its func
tions are restricted to loading files to 
and from the synthesizer'S memory 
and making disk copies. However. this 
past winter the Kurzweil people told 
me that they plan to announce Fast
link. an interface card for the Kurzweil 
that will increase MacAttach data 
transmission tenfold. making it pos
sible to load a file in 5 to 10 seconds 
instead of 2 to 4 minutes. 

They are also optimizing the Kurz
weil 250 for use with a Macintosh 
equipped with a hard disk drive. and 
in particular. to work more efficiently 
with sophisticated MIDI-based music 
software such as Mark of the Uni
corn's Performer and Southworth's 
Total Music. . 

In response to criticism that the 
piano voice has some weaknesses 
(slight pitch aberrations. certain tub
biness in the midrange. and slight dis
continuities from one keyboard region 
to the next). the company has re
ma¥ed the ROMs containing the 
piano voice (and several others). It is 
now much smoother and more ac-

curate. The new harpsichord voice is 
also excellent. as are several other 
new voices in the upgraded software. 
The approximate charge for retrofit
ting to the new voicings is 52500. 

RedOing the ROMs gave the de
signers the chance to convert from 
2 56K-byte chips to I-megabyte chips. 
freeing up several slots on the 
motherboard for more sound blocks. 
Announcements of new sound blocks 
should be forthcoming. 

The currently available Sound Block 
B features 10 new rock-drum sounds. 
all recorded in New York with the help 
of such musicians as Phil Collins and 
the Thomson lWins. It also includes 
an electric piano. electriC guitar. and 
other voices. 

I have a library of about 20 custom 
sounds for the 250 that I obtained 
from the company and from users 
groups. Most of them are adequate: 
a few are standouts. It's great fun to 
create your own. 

CONCWSIONS 
For a variety of reasons. I feel the 
Kurzweil 250 Digital Synthesizer is the 
most important advance in the art of 
computer music synthesis in the past 
10 years. Other approaches may have 
their particular advantages. but. no
where else have I found a machine 
that can do all the things the 250 can 
do for the price. 

The 250 is not cheap. but combined 
with a good analog or digital multi
track tape recorder. it's just about all 
you need to create a high-powered 
electronic music studio. The design in
novations contained in the 250 will 
undoubtedly be copied by others. and 
it's only a matter of time before the 
Japanese begin to upgrade their de
signs. (Kurzweil is in fact working with 
a Japanese company to create a new. 
lower-priced design.) When the next 
wave of machines arrives. the state of 
the art will really take off . • 
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Two Worlds of Musical Instruments 

In recent years, the world of musical 
instruments has been divided into two 
different and distinct approaches to creating 
music, each with its own strengths and 
weaknesses, and each with its own history. 
The world of acoustic instruments has 
~ro~ided r~c.h complex timbres, but relatively 
hmlted ablhty for modification and control. 
The world of electronic instruments has 
provided a wide range of flexible methods to 
provide artistic control over sounds, through 
such techniques as sequencing, layering 
splitting, timbre modulation and others,'but 
traditionally has been unable to achieve the 
rich and musically satisfying timbres of 
"natural" acoustic instruments. 

In understanding the goals of the Kurzweil 
250, it would be worthwhile to touch on the 
history and capabilities of these two worlds. 

The Acoustic World 

The quintessential acoustic instrument 
the piano, was an outgrowth of earlier ' 
keyboard instruments, primarily the 
harpsichord and clavichord, which are still 
manufactured although in relatively small 
numbers. The invention of the piano was an 
evolutionary process, but the primary piano 
action (and the piano's unique "touch 
sensitivity") was first perfected in 1709 by 
Bartolommeo Cristofori, who called the 
resulting instrument, a "gravicembalo con 
piano e forte" ("harpsichord with soft and 
loud") . 

The piano continued to evolve through the 
eighteenth century, achieving its "modern" 
form in the nineteenth century. Many 
consider it to be the most expressive acoustic 
instrument. It is also a cumbersome 
instrument with about 10,000 parts, most of 
which are moving. 

The other acoustic instruments that make 
up the "modern" orchestra also evolved during 
the same period. The violin and other bowed 
string instruments, for example, achieved 
their height in the late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth century. Brass and woodwind 
instruments continued to evolve into the 
nineteenth century. 
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One acoustic instrument that was 
particularly significant in the subsequent 
emergence of electronic instruments is the 
organ. The first organs were pipe organs, the 
origins of which are buried in antiquity. The 
earliest surviving record is of an organ with 
multiple pipes and a crude keyboard for pitch 
control invented by a Greek engineer, 
Ctesibius, in Alexandria in the third century, 
B.C. The remains of an actual Ctesibius organ 
were found in 131 A.D. at Aquincum, near 
what is now Budapest, Hungary. The 
~omplete historical line of organ development 
IS not clear, but grand pipe organs were in use 
by the ninth century in Christian churches. 

Despite the fact that acoustic instruments 
represent a technology perfected in the 
nineteenth century and earlier, it is still the 
technology of choice for the great majority of 
musicians in the world today because of the 
musically satisfying, complex, time-evolving 
timbres it provides, and to some extent its 
"human engineering." There has been, 
however, increasing frustration with the 
limited tools a vailable for sound modification 
and control. There are some techniques 
possible -- vibrato, pizzicato, various bowing 
methods and other techniques on a violin; 
portamento and pitch bend on a trombone · 
player piano mechanisms for a very limit~d 
sequencing function on a piano and others -
but the rather short list of such capabilities 
only highlights this limitation. Another 
fundamental limitation is the limited range 
and monophonicity of many acoustic 
instruments. You cannot, for example, play 
most Chopin preludes on a guitar or play any 
polyphonic music at all on wind instruments 
and only limited polyphony is possible on 
string instruments. Also of significance is that 
most musicians are unable to play most· 
instruments; thus a keyboardist cannot create 
violin sounds and a guitarist cannot create 
piano sounds. 

The Electronic World 

The first "electronic" instruments were in 
fact electro-mechanical and were outgrowths 
ofthe organ. A major development occured in 
1934, when Laurens Hammond received a 
patent on his tone wheel organ, which 
synchronized different tone generators with 
alternating current frequency. Tone 



coloration was controlled by the now famous 
drawbars, which are still in widespread use. 
The original commercial Hammond organ was 
introduced in 1939 at the Industrial Arts 
Exposition in New York and was favorably 
received. In promoting the new instrument, 
Hammond claimed that his "Model A," which 
sold for $2,600, generated a sound that was 
equal in quality to a $75,000 pipe organ. 
When challenged by the Federal Trade 
Commission to substantiate that claim, a 
"blind" test was set up to compare the model A 
to the Aeolian-Skinner Pipe Organ in the 
University of Chicago's Rockefeller Chapel. A 
panel of experts and students were essentially 
unable to tell the two instruments apart. 
Musical instruments that had to be plugged 
into the wall were then ofT and running. 

Just as the electronic home organ was an 
outgrowth ofthe pipe organ, the modern 
synthesizer was an outgrowth of organ 
development. While the mechanical tone 
wheel approach developed for the Hammond 
Model A is still in use, it has largely been 
supplanted by entirely electronic methods. 
Early synthesizers were not considered 
musical instruments in their own right, but 
were rather complex experimental machines 
used primarily in the design of organs. The 
RCA Mark II, for example, initially developed 
by Dr. Harold Olsen and later redesigned by 
Columbia and Princeton Universities, was 
controlled by punched paper tape and was used 
for organ design as well as intense academic 
experimentation with new sounds. 

The fIrst practical synthesizer, which 
introduced the still popular voltage control 
method, was developed in 1964 by Robert 
Moog (and independently by Don Buchla), and 
went into production in 1966. Moog's 
synthesizer achieved widespread recognition 
in 1968 with the release of Walter Carlos' 
album Switched on Bach. The combination of 
Bach's intense and mathematically elegant 
harmonic progressions with the new and 
mysterious electronic sounds captured the 
public imagination, particularly in light of the 
Americans' then recent commitment to space 
travel and the attendant fascination with 
science. 

While most synthesizers sold today still 
use the basic voltage controlled oscillator 
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technique, there has been a signillcant 
improvement in the ability to provide artistic 
control over the process. Microprocessors have 
largely replaced the cumbersome patch cord 
system allowing users to conveniently develop, 
store and recall patches. Polyphonicity, sound 
layering, sequencing and other techniques 
have provided musicians with unprecedented 
flexibility. 

Synthesizers have been used in two 
different ways. First, they have provided a 
new palette of sounds that are quite different 
from acoustic sounds, which have been 
extensively and enthusiastically used in 
popular music and in some modern classical 
works as well. Second, they have been used to 
emulate acoustic instruments, such as flutes, 
strings, even piano. While commonly used in 
this second role, this application of 
synthesizers has not been fully satisfactory. 
Synthetic emulations have sounded noticeably 
different from their acoustic counterparts. It 
is simply not possible to capture a piano tone, 
with its complex spectral evolution and 
inharmonicity (overtones whose frequencies 
are not perfect multiples of the fundamental 
frequency), with a few simple oscillators. 
Even high end modern digital synthesizers 
with several dozen oscillators are unable to 
achieve a convincing replication. Beyond the 
complexity of a single piano tone (each one of 
which can have scores of constituent sounds), a 
piano is capable of creating thousands of 
different tones depending on which key is 
played and how hard the key is struck. This 
represents a complexity several orders of 
magnitude greater than is possible with even 
an advanced oscillator synthesizer. 

In response to the desire of musicians to be 
able to more accurately capture acoustic 
sounds in an electronic instrument, another 
approach, called "sampling," was introduced 
with the development of the "Computer 
Musical Instrument" by Fairlight in 1978. 
Sampling involves storing digital recordings of 
musical sounds in a computer memory and 
then recalling them in response to the 
activation of music keys. Within the fIdelity 
specifIcations of a particular sampling 
instrument, the recorded sounds do sound 
more realistic than those produced with 
oscillators. There are a number of signillcant 
limitations that have been associated with 



conventional sampling as a technique, 
however. Because musical sound requires a 
very significant amount of computer memory 
for each second of sound stored, it is generally 
not possible to store the entire evolution of an 
instrument's sound. One approach that has 
been heavily used is to store only the attack 
portion and the initial part of the decay of a 
music tone, and then "looping" the last one or 
several waveforms. The difficulty with 
looping is that once the looping section begins, 
all inharmonicity is lost along with natural 
timbral evolution. The resulting sound after 
the attack is usually similar to an organ tone 
with a fixed fully harmonic spectrum. 

Also because of memory limitations, it is 
not practical to store a sound for every key, so 
C# is created by playing the file for C at a 
slightly faster rate (a ratio of2 to the 1112 
power, to be exact) . This causes a slight 
change in the rate of evolution of the note as 
well as in the harmonic spectrum. While 
acceptable at one semitone from a "root" note, 
this effect becomes quite pronounced when the 
distance to the root becomes excessive causing 
an undesirable "munchkin" effect. Memory 
limitations have commonly prevented storing 
enough different sounds for different pitch 
ranges to prevent this munchkin effect. 
Traditional sampling approaches have also not 
been able to store different sounds for different 
loudness levels. It is, however, the case that a 
loud strike on a piano (and on other 
instruments) is not the same as a soft strike 
amplified. The entire spectral evolution 
changes along with the loudness. Capturing 
this effect ofloudness on timbral evolution has 
also, therefore, not been achieved with the 
traditional sampling technique . 

There are other difficulties as well. The 
traditional sampling approach generally 
models sound decay by using smaller and 
smaller samples. As the samples grow 
smaller, the signal to noise ratio also becomes 
smaller. The effect is often a growing hiss as a 
note decays. 

One attempt that has been made to 
overcome some of these problems has been to 
extend the applicability of the available 
computer memory by compressing the sounds 
using "linear predictive coding" (LPC) speech 
synthesis chips. Since LPC coding requires 
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less memory per second, more seconds are 
available to model more of the evolution and to 
provide for more root notes. The result is that 
looping as such is not required and there is less 
munchkinization. This has been achieved, 
however, by reintroducing a technique of 
synthesis, which results in thinner, more 
synthetic sounding tones. 

Thus while traditional sampling can 
provide some realistic tones, it has not in 
general been able to realistically capture 
timbral evolution, the effects of pitch and 
loudness on timbre, and an adequate signal to 
noise ratio through all portions of a note's 
envelope. To illustrate the difficulty of 
applying traditional sampling techniques to 
an instrument as complex as the piano, 
consider that each of the piano's 88 keys can 
create an average of approximately 50 distinct 
distinguishable timbres. Each of these 4.400 
sounds lasts an average of abou t 10 seconds for 
a total of about 44.000 seconds. If these were 
recorded using standard digital audio disk 
techniques (44,100 16 bit samples). it would 
require about (44,000 x 44,100 x 16 or) 30 
billion bits. With 256K bit memory chips, that 
would require over 100,000 memory chips for 
the piano alone! 

In summary, electronic instruments have 
provided a wide palette of new sounds that 
have found their use in diverse forms of 
musical expression. Being in electronic form. 
they are easily manipulated with sound 
modification techniques, sequencers and a 
broad variety of other techniques. The goal of 
producing acoustic sounds and other sounds of 
acoustic complexity has not, however, been 
satisfactorily achieved with traditional 
synthesis and sampling techniques. 

The Goal of the Kurzweil250 

The primary goal of the Kurzweil250 is to 
bridge these two musical worlds. to provide the 
capabilities of both in a single instrument. For 
the acoustic world . the goal has been to 
recreate the rich complex time-varying 
timbres of the grand piano and other acoustic 
instruments, as well the effect of pitch and 
loudness on these timbres. For the electronic 
world. the goal has been to provide a state-of
the-art system for modification and control. 



How well have these goals been achieved? 
We are certainly hesitant to claim perfection 
(otherwise how could we claim to provide 
"improvements" in the future?). The bottom 
line is that musicians will judge for 
themselves, regardless of what we say. We 
feel that we have come far closer to achieving 
these goals than has previously been achieved, 
but in the end we are most interested in 
musicians actually hearing the sound quality 
of the 250 and making up their own minds. 

I will offer a few of my own observations. 
The most common reaction to a demonstration 
of the Kurzweil250 appears to be one of 
"cognitive dissonance" --listeners are 
surprised that such realistic acoustic sounds 
can be produced by a keyboardist. People 
frequently report closing their eyes and easily 
imagining a live combo, orchestra or soloist. 

To demonstrate its confidence in the 
instrument, Kurzweil Music Systems 
performed an A-B comparison at the June, 
1984, NAMM (National Association of Music 
Merchants) convention in Chicago, between a 
top of the line 9 foot concert grand piano and a 
Kurzweil250, both played through the same 
very high quality $40,000 sound system (this 
was, to my knowledge, the first time such an 
A-B comparison had ever been attempted). 
There was general agreement that it was not 
possible to tell the difference between the 
piano (which has long been considered the 
most difficult acoustic instrument to recreate 
electronically) and the 250 (and hence the 
company's motto that "you can't tell the 
difference"). 

In many ways, in combining capabilities 
from both worlds of musical instruments, the 
sum is greater than the parts, in that musical 
effects and expression can be achieved that 
were previously not possible, even if one 
worked with both acoustic and electronic 
instruments. 

N ow that a wide range of acoustic 
instrument timbres can be controlled from an 
electronic instrument, it is possible to apply 
the power of sound modification, layering, 
sequencing and other techniques to acoustic 
sounds. As a simple example, by just layering 
a piano and guitar together, one can easily 
play music that would be literally impossible 
to achieve with an ordinary piano and guitar. 
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As a more complicated example, by combining 
the splitting, layering and sequencing 
capabilities of the 250, one can experiment 
with complex orchestrations at one's leisure, 
modifying them as easily as one would modify 
a letter on a word processor. 

Thus acoustic musicians are now able to 
take advantage of sound modification and 
event control techniques that have never been 
possible with acoustic instruments. Electronic 
musicians are now able to use powerful sound 
control techniques without sacrificing 
significant sound quality and complexity. 
Indeed the distinction between the acoustic 
and electronic worlds of music should become 
less relevant as musicians can now use 
whatever sounds and techniques are most 
appropriate for their musical intent. 

Beyond capturing a wide range of 
expression and the timbral complexity of 
acoustic instruments and providing a state of 
the art system for modification and control, 
the Kurzweil 250 provides one other important 
musical capability, and that is the ability to 
create sounds that are entirely new yet have 
the same inherent complexity and richness of 
acoustic sounds. New "synthetic" sounds do 
not necessarily need to be thin. With the 250, 
a new world of sounds that have the same 
musical depth and complexity of evolution as 
acoustic sounds, yet have never been heard 
from an acoustic instrument, are now 
available. 

The Kurzweil 250 is a new type of musical 
instrument and many of the persons who have 
been involved in its creation have expressed 
the feeling that the new things it allows a 
musician to do will probably end up being of 
greater importance than the 250's ability to 
play acoustic sounds. Piano sonatas were not 
created before there was a piano, and similarly 
we anticipate new forms of music developing 
for this new musical technology. 

Let us examine separately each of the 
three areas of capability of the 250 -
recreation of acoustic sounds; sound 
modification and control; and new sound 
creation. 



Acoustic Sounds on the Kurzweil250 

As noted above, a "brute force" sampling 
method of capturing all of the sound evolution 
and timbral variation of the piano would 
require something like 100,000 memory chips. 
As we ha ve room for only a few dozen such 
chips, and those few dozen chips are intended 
to store not one but dozens of on-line 
instruments, it is obvious that we need a 
massive amount of information compression. 
As stated above, the goal of the technology in 
the 250, called "Contoured Sound Modeling," 
is to accomplish this compression without 
noticeable loss of accuracy, sound complexity, 
evolution, timbral variation and signal to 
noise ratio. 

The technique works as follows. Kurzweil 
Music engineers record the actual instrument 
using high quality digital equipment. In 
recording the piano, for example, many 
different pitches as well as loudness levels are 
captured, as well as the time evolution of each 
tone. These recordings, which represent an 
enormous amount of information, are then fed 
into a computerized analysis system which 
generates a relatively compact computer 
model of the original instrument. These 
models can be said to be intelligent in that the 
maximum data compression possible is 
achieved. Instruments with a simpler sound 
structure produce simpler models which 
require less memory. The model for a more 
complex instrument like the piano requires 
more detail and thus takes more memory. The 
resulting models are stored in the read-only
memory of the 250 and despite the substantial 
data compression that is achieved nonetheless 
contain all of the information necessary to 
produce a convincing recreation of the original 
instrument analyzed. When the keyboardist 
plays the 250, the computers and specialized 
circuitry and software inside the 250 recreate 
in real-time the original complex time-varying 
waveforms. 

A significant feature of the 250 is the 
ability to maintain the piano's distinctive 
inharmonicity during the decay portion of 
each note. The 250 maintains a high signal to 
noise ratio throughout all portions of each 
note; there is relatively little loss ofSNR 
during note decay. Its dynamic range is 
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comparable to that of a grand piano -- well 
over 100dB. 

The same technique provides a similar 
degree of realism and accuracy on all acoustic 
instruments, including chorused instruments. 
We have successfully produced the sounds of 
an entire string section (with 30 string players 
ranging from violins to basses) and a choir of 
male and female voices. Since the Contoured 
Sound Modeling technique is sufficiently 
detailed to capture the complexities of acoustic 
instruments, it is also capable of capturing 
popular synthetic sounds. 

The base instrument comes with the 
sounds of30 resident instruments (of which 
the nine foot concert grand piano is one). This 
is expandable in a variety of ways. By adding 
permanently resident "sound blocks," the 
number of internally stored sounds can be 
expanded to approximately 60. These 
instrument sounds are accessible instantly. 
No "load" time is required to transfer them 
from a floppy disk or other medium. Another 
advantage of their being on-line is that they 
can be played simultaneously by splitting, 
layering and sequencing the keyboard. One 
can play up to a dozen instruments 
simultaneously and within a split second shift 
to another dozen, and so on. This is obviously 
not possible with instruments that permit only 
one or two sounds at a time to be loaded from a 
disk. 

In addition to the permanently resident 
sound blocks, an expanding line of sound 
cartridges is available. These include a 
variety of synthesizer sounds, less popular 
acoustic sounds as well as sound effects. 

Another important capability is user 
sampling. With the Kurzweil 250's sampling 
option, you can sample your own acoustic and 
electronic instruments, voices and sound 
effects. The instrument and sampling option 
will then compute an intelligent contoured 
sound model for each instrument, which users 
can store permanently on 3 inch hard shell 
diskettes. 

Finally, as described below, all of the 
captured sounds in the 250, whether originally 
provided on sound blocks, cartridges or 
through user sampling, can be modified to 
produce a broad class of new sounds. These 



can range from subtle alterations of envelope 
to dramatic changes in timbre. 

Sound Modification and Control on the 
Kurzweil250 

The primary purpose ofthe Kurzweil 250, 
as expressed above, is to bridge the acoustic 
and electronic methods of musical expression. 
Ha ving captured the intricacies of acoustic 
instruments, it was equally important to 
provide a powerful yet easy to use system for 
expressing these sounds with maximum 
flexibility. 

The keyboard can be split as many times 
as desired, thus placing multiple instruments 
on the keyboard at the same time. Each 
section of the keyboard can also be layered, 
with up to six layers. Thus a single key can 
play up to six instruments at the same time. 
In addition, sounds can be doubled, echoed, 
flanged and chorused. This last feature 
automatically converts a solo instrument into 
an entire chorus of such instruments. Users 
have control over the balance of different 
instruments through the 250's stereo outputs. 

Users also have control over a powerful 12 
track sequencer. You can, for example, playa 
track on piano, play it back while recording a 
flute track, play back the piano and flute 
together while laying down a drum track, and 
so on up to 12 times. In addition to providing 
all of the professional features of a multi-track 
recorder, extensive editing features are also 
available. You can, for example, change 
instrument assignments or transpose key 
signatures without re-recording the sections 
being changed. Individual notes can be erased 
or changed, the tempo can be changed without 
changing pitch and vice versa. Other features 
include compatible external synchronization, 
rhythm requantization, virtual memory when 
the 250 is attached to an external personal 
computer, and many other features. 

A wide range of sound modification 
features are provided. One can emulate the 
various playing techniques of acoustic 
instruments through the vibrato, tremolo, 
portamento, legato and pitch bend features. 
There are also synthesizer effect features, such 
as deep F.M., deep A.M., programmable 
envelope modifications, and various sound 
modulations. There are four types of 
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transpositions, including an interesting 
timbre shift. By using these features in 
various combinations, a wide range of 
dramatic and unique musical effects becomes 
possible. 

To expand further the instrument's 
flexibility, there are a number of 
communication ports, all with support 
software, including MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface), a high speed 
communications port for transferring 
information to and from a personal computer, 
synch in and synch out. 

The MIDI port allows the 250 to control 
and to be controlled by other synthesizers. It 
also allows musicians who play instruments 
other than the keyboard to take advantage of 
the capabilities of the 250. For example, by 
plugging in a MIDI equipped electric guitar, 
one can play all of the sounds in the K250 
(piano, human voice, drums, etc.) using a 
guitar and guitar playing technique. In 
addition, this technique allows a guitarist to 
take advantage of all of the splitting, layering, 
sequencing and sound modification techniques 
provided in the K250. By using one of the 
MIDI pitch trackers now coming on the 
market, one can play any acoustic instrument 
(including your own voice) and have those 
sounds "converted" into any of the K250 
sounds. This is done by playing an ordinary 
instrument into a microphone or pick-up, 
having the pitch tracker extract the pitch and 
amplitude from this signal and then feeding 
the pitch tracker's MIDI commands into the 
MID I port of the 250 . You can thus play an 
ordinary violin using ordinary violin 
technique (or flute or voice or any other 
instrument) and have those sounds converted 
into any other sound, or choruses of sound. 

The 250 can be connected by either its 
MIDI or its high speed port to a personal 
computer. Software is being developed to 
produce music notation from a recorded 
sequence. Other products that will be 
introduced by Kurzweil Music Systems will 
include computer assisted instruction and a 
programmable sound laboratory (described 
below). 

There are two important interfaces 
between the musician and the 250 -- the music 
keyboard and the control panel. The value of 
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the 250's sound quality and its wide range of 
features would be diminished if these two 
primary interfaces failed to provide optimal 
sensitivity, responsiveness and ease of use. A 
great deal of effort, therefore, has gone into the 
design of these two systems. 

With regard to the keyboard, our 
engineers developed special equipment to plot 
the mechanical displacement of an actual high 
quality piano action on a millisecond by 
millisecond basis to see exactly what happens 
during the strike of a piano key. An action of 
our own was then designed which, while a 
great deal simpler than the ninety moving 
parts that make up a grand piano action, 
nonetheless provides a distinctive snappy feel 
similar to "real" piano keys. 

In addition, the 250's software provides a 
programmable "keyboard sensitivity 
adjustment," which can be set according to 
user taste. Many users also prefer to change 
this sensitivity adjustment for different 
instrument sounds. 

The control panel was designed to be easily 
used by musicians, particularly those who do 
not happen to have an expertise in computer 
science. All terminology is musically oriented, 
and the two line display guides the user 
through all command sequences. The 
company worked with Bolt, Beranek and 
Newman, who are considered leading experts 
in the human factors field, as well as with a 
group of musicians, on the design of the panel 
and controls. 

New Sounds on the Kurzweil250 

As was pointed out above, by combining 
the over two dozen techniques provided with 
the 250 for modifying any of the built-in 
sounds (or sampled sounds), it is possible to 
create a virtually unlimited array of new 
sounds. Some of these effects are subtle 
alterations of the original acoustic or synthetic 
sounds that were modified. Others are totally 
new sounds that are no longer identifiable as 
the original instrument, but that nonetheless 
retain the complexity and the musical richness 
of the original acoustic sounds. 

Users are strongly encouraged to 
experiment on their own in the creation of 
such new sounds. One particularly powerful 
technique in this regard is sound layering. 
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Layering an instrument with itself using a 
significant pitch or timbre shift, or layering a 
variety of instruments all with significant 
pitch or timbre shifts, produces interesting 
and complex new sounds. Applying strange 
envelopes to natural instruments such as the 
piano or extreme settings of vibrato, tremolo, 
and flanging, combined with extensive sound 
layering, have also produced fascinating 
effects. Some results are more musically 
valuable than others, but many such 
experiments produce results that are 
interesting and sometimes very surprising. 

To assist further in this process, a 
programmable sound laboratory is being 
developed which will provide users with the 
ability to analyze any stored or sampled sound 
into its constituent elements -- waveforms, 
spectra, envelopes -- and then use the results 
of these analyses to create exotic hybrid 
sounds. One could, for example, take the 
envelope of a bassoon, some of the harmonic 
content of a piano and human voice and 
combine them in a variety of ways to create 
complex tones that would sound quite different 
from any of the original instruments. The 
sound laboratory will provide a comprehensive 
package of sound analysis, graphical and 
mathematical manipulation tools and sound 
reconstruction techniques. The "new" 
instruments created with the sound laboratory 
can be saved on plastic diskettes and then 
loaded into the 250 to be played on its 
keyboard like any other set of instrument 
sounds. 

It is the feeling of many of the persons who 
have been involved in the development of this 
instrument that the extensive abilities of the 
Kurzweil250 to create complex new sounds 
may ultimately become of equal and perhaps 
of even greater significance than the ability to 
recreate acoustic instruments, particularly 
when creative musicians have the opportunity 
to extensively experiment with these 
capabilities. 

Conclusion 

There are many aspects to a musical 
keyboard instrument -- the sounds, the 
keyboard, the features, the controls, and the 
physical design,just to mention a few. All of 
these are important, and a critical component 
of the philosophy behind the 250 has been to 
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set a new standard of excellence in all of these 
areas. Achieving this goal has required an 
extremely talented design team in a variety of 
areas, including signal processing experts, 
computer scientists, circuit designers, human 
factors specialists, mechanical engineers, 
industrial designers, quality assurance and 
manufacturing experts and others. It has also 
required loving devotion, dedication, hard 
work and team spirit, all of which have been 
displayed in great abundance throughout the 
creation ofthe 250. 

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the 
250 project is that now that the instrument 
has been created and is being distributed 
throughout the world in ever increasing 
numbers, the creativity that has been invested 
in the creation of the instrument is being 
melded with the creativity ofthe talented 
musicians who are using it. For all of us who 
have been involved in the development of the 
instrument, experiencing the musical 
expressiveness of its users is a source of 
continual excitement and delight. 
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